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The buck stops here...
Longley asks trustees to resign
see page one
The dollar seen above may le,ok a little different ft
appvared as part of flyers circulated by the senate warning
students of the impending rise in the costs of the UMO
education. See story page 3.
happy birthday orly
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Sampson says trustees refuse
Longley asks resignation
of UM Board of Trustees
Gov. James B. Longley, acting on a
campaign pledge. called for the
resignations of all 14 University of Maine
trustees Thursday in his address to the
legislature.
However. Jean Sampson. chairperson of
the board, said last night in a prepared
statement that "neither I nor any other
trustee has any intention of resigning."
In his message to the state's lawmakers.
the governor said "I believe one of the
greatest needs of education in Maine is
long-range planning and a complete
caamination of our goals and priorities
within our university system."
'•Because of what I feel is a great need
for a fresh start in our university system."
Longley continued. "I will ask the board of
trustees of the University of Maine to
submit letters of resignation.''
The governor said he will create A
Gosernor's Ads isory Committee on the
University. v. hieh will accept the
resignations of the trustees (should they
resign). and select nominees for
reconstituting the board.
lie added that he believes he has taken a
'•necessars step if we are to make the
universits more al-Countable to the
taxpayers and the students.'•
'I would like to point out.' • said
Sampson. "that under the law passed by
the legislature. the trustees are appointed
bv the governor for seven-Year terms
These terms are staggered. so there is a
small turnover of board membership each
year. This continuity of service and
experience is essential to the stability and
autonomy of the university."
Peter Damborg. a press aide to the
governor, said last night the advisors-
committee will include chairman Robert
Haskell. Bangor; Artemus Weatherbee.
Kennebunk: RaIp% Hodgkins. Auburn;
Mrs. Kay Barrett. Bangor: Chauncey
Robbins. Houlton: Kenneth Tipper.
Oakland: State Rep. Olympia Snowe,
Auburn; State Sen. Minnette Cummings.
New port: State Rep. Mary Najarian.
Portland; Mrs Margaret Mallison McIn-
tosh. York Harbor: John T. Maines,
Holden: Mrs. Mel Bradford. Bangor:
Clifford 0.1. Wieden, Presque Isle; and
Ralph Cutting. Waters ille.
Damborg said all members will serve
..without pay. and he added that a few more
members may be named to the committee.
All those announced so far have accepted
the positions.
Haskell, the panel's chairman, is a
former chairman of the finance committee
of the UM Board of Trustees whose term
expired in May. 1972. In the past. he has
been president of the State Senate. and is
currently chairman of the board of the•
Merchant's National Bank of Bangor and
president of Bangor Hydro-Electric Co.
Cutting, another panel member, was
also a UM trustee up until May'. 1971.
When asked if he thought the governor's
call for the trustees' resignation was
warranted. Cutting said last night he had
not heard of it.
Other UM trustees confir rued Sampson's
statement that none of the trustees would
resign.
Trustee Francis Brow n said "I would like
him (the governor) to give me one good
reason v. hy I should (resign)."
Former chairman ot the trustees
ass Fence Cutlet would say onls he has "no
intentions of resigning."
Susan krinimsky said "I have no present
intentions of resigning." adding. "it would
certainly he j mistake to destroy the
autonomy of the Urn% ersity by allowing
unwarranted political interference."
Brow n reiterated Kommsky's charge
"He the goyernor) seems to be trying to
impose political control on the urns ersity.••
Brown said. "and if he continues that. I'll
oppose him with everything I've got.''
Acting Chancellor Stanley Freeman
refused to comment. except to say that "it
is the governor's business what
committees he wants to create."
Former UM() President 'Winthrop C.
Libby confirmed reports that he had been
asked to serye on the panel. "Yes. I was
asked to serve on that committee.- said
Libby. "and I declined.
Although Libby voiced resets anon%
about asking for all the trustees'
resignations, he did say. "I think it is not a
had was to go about it." refering to the
governor's plan for a "fresh start" for the
university .
State Rep. Richard Davies (D-Orono)
GSS seeks budget review
By Dennis Bailey
-1k it resolved that the General Student
Senate demand that members of the 107th
Legislature review, reconsider and revise
Governor James Longlev •s budget
recommendations in order to fulfill the
higher education needs in this state."
After Senate President Jeanne Bailey
finished reading those words at Tuesday's
GSS meeting, the senate body erupted in a
spontaneous burst of applause and, less
than an hour later. unanimously passed a
lengths resolution condemning the
go% ernor', proposals.
The resolution was signed by the entire
student seante and is a first step in gaining
support to seek a change in the university's
share of the budget. Other proposals
include a mass-mailing to parents asking
them to write to their legislators requesting
support of the university's position. and
petitions in the dormitories and the union
to drum up student support.
There was little debate on the eight
paragraph resolution. but sonic senators
offered comments.
"I favored Longley when he ran for
governor. but I don't favor these cuts,"
said Bruce Levitt. "If we don't do anything
now, nothing will be done."
State Representative Richard Day les
ID-Orono) was uncertain whether the
legislature could or viola) vote to change
the budget. but he said there was a slim
possibility of a two-thir, majority in the
house.
the budget can be ti. vied ar,and. hut
it's going to take a lot of effort. The
governor has a great deal of strength but
we have the strength of people combined.
We have the potential. but it is no good
unless we use it." Davies maintained.
The resolution declared the senate body
is "convinced that higher education is
a fundamental right and not a privilege for
those who can best afford it. That when
the financial burden is laid too heavily on
the individual student and parents. it
discriminates against middle and lower
income families". . and that Longle% has
"made a sham of the university's biennium
request of S90 million by reducing it to an
impractical and unacceptable figure.••
The resolution further stated the
proposed budget did not cut alleged "fat"
but reduces needed and desirable
programs.
Day ics explained to the senators that the
university had received 13 per cent of last
*continued on page 30
said "the governor's move is patently
absurd." Comparing Longley's resignation
call with FDit's attempt to "pack" the
Supreme Court with his own appointees in
the 30's. Davies said it would allow the
governor to have control over the
university and destroy the idea of a free
imeittieb-1
Dorm?
educational system.
State Sen. Theodore Curtis (R-Orono)
called the mover "an attempt to intimidate
the board." Expressing his concern over
academic freedom. Curtis said "it is
unfortunate that politics has to get involved
in the university's affairs."
econdosed on page 3*
The owners of the Stucco Lodge are considering an
offer by the university to purchase the motel on Rt. 2
in Veazie.
University submits bid
to buy Stucco Lodge
Bv Debbie sline
Negotiations between UMO and owner
George Stevens for the purchase of the
Stucco Lodge in Veazie are nearing
completion. according to John M. Blake.
%ice-president for finance and administra-
tion.
Both Blake and Dr. Peter F. Fitzgerald,
assistant to the president. confirmed this
week that the Stucco Lodge is the "local
motel" which the administration has been
negotiating for since fall.
Blake said a purchase price approved by
the UM Hoard of 1 rusovs in executive
session at their Jan. 24 meeting has been
presented to Stevens. hut he declined to
disclose the figure. He explained the motel
owner had requested there be no publicity.
concerning the proposed purchase until he
decides whether he will accept the
univerisity's offer.
For that reason. Blake also would not
reveal the estimated operating costs which
IMO officials have determined.
Because of some legal problems. Blake
noted. "the owners haven't agreed to sell
yet. They have even said if they get too
much publicity.  they won't." However.
Blake estimated within a month Stevens
"will either accept or reject** the
university's offer.
The proposed Stucco Lodge purchase
includes three buildings (a house and two
motel units), a swimming pool and some
land in the hack. "Frankly. I doubt we
could keep the pool operational." Blake
said. He added the land behind the
buildings would be fixed for recreation.
The motel could hold between SO-60
male students doubled into one-room
units, each with a private bath. Blake
explained the university is "trying to solve
the housing problem using facilities
already built.- The owners of Stucco
Lodge. he indicated. were "the first in the
area to consider the university•s offer."
"Student Aftairs,•• said Blake . "looked
at the lodge from the Standpoint of lifestyle
and decided many more students that the
fifty it will would hold would like that style
of living." He indicated the physical plant
ins estigated safety aspects of the buildings
and determined sprinklers and safety
devices on heating equipment were
necessary before students could move in.
Parker 6. Cushman. director of physical
plant. declined to comment in deference to
the ow net, who recently protested "this
preliminary publicity is to his disadvantage
if the sale is not consummated.**
Cushman was apparently refering to
reports aired recently on the TV2 news in
Bangor. which used the name of the motel.
According to Vcane town records. the
Stucco Lodge is assessed for tax pruposes
at approximately SI15.000—assessment of
the land and motel buildings was S84.000
and the house was valued at S31.0(0. Area
real estate agents estimated the
percentage rate of assessment in %•eazie is
roughly SO per cent of the market value. In
this case, with assessed value of Si 15,000,
the Stucco Lodge could be worth as much
as $230.000.
If sold, the motel will be reads for
occupancv next fall. Blake also mentioned
"a private developer has indiacted they're
considering building apartments in the
Orono area, within walking distance of the
campus."
Blake stressed this is a private venture,
but it is being encouraged by university
officials. The developers plan to organize
the apartments as self-contained units,
with four students sharing one kitchen.
The developers. Blake added. have
"indicated to us they will be ready this
fall."
Brewer
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Four-year law enforcement program suggested
A four- year baccalaureate degree
program in law enforcement may
eventually be a part of the UMO's
curriculum. Although the proposal is still
in a very exploratory stage. Howard Foley.
coordinator of the University of Maine's
law enforcement programs, believes "the
time is mw. for such a program.
Currently. Bangor Community Zollege
offers only a two year associate degree in
law enforcement. Foley would like to see
this expanded to a •"two-plus-two
program-, in which an undergraduate
could obtain his associate degree first and
then have the option of going for two more
years to obtain. a bachelor's degree.
B% establishing the program in such a
fashion, the coordinator believes the
school. "can better serve the total
market...Sonic (students) ma % not be reads
for four years. But by haying the two-plus-
two system. they can go the associate
degree route first. and rht n the more
ambitious ones can go on for a third and
fourth year."
"I would not want to substitute a
straight four-year program for the
associate degree plan." he added.
Why cloes Foley see such a sudden need
for a baccalaureate program in law
enforcement? According to the associate
professor, since the initiation of Bangor's
associate degree program. in Pr°. there
has been a proliferation of two-year lass
enforcement students on the market.
Prior to that time. he explained, the
average education le% el of a Maine
policeman was the junior or senior of high
school. Since then the figures ha% e
changed considerably. and many of those
now holding an associate degree wish to
obtain a bachelor's diploma.
Foley 's plan is to adopt the two-plus-two
program into one of the five colleges at
Orono and thereby make it easier for a law
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enforcement student to transfer within the
university.
-I'm not even trying the bachelor's
program on the Bangor Community
College.- mused Foley. "because they tell
me it's 'unheard of to ha%e a four-year
program on a community campus.
Though the coordinator agrees the
program -must fit into somebody's pigeon
hole." the question of w here still remains
unansss ered.
"Ohs inusly ssc would not fit it under the
Colleges of Education. Technology and
Science. or Business Administration. And
I'm not even considering Arts and
Sciences,. They have too many require-
ments; and our s:udents would lose a lot of
credits because of the requirements. That
leaves one place to go." concluded Foley .
"the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture.**
According to Foley, the College of LSAA
most closely parellels the intents and
purposes designed in his two-plus-two law
enforcement program.
Although it is too early for judgement.
Foley said he talked to Winston Pullen,
Associate Dean of LS& A. briefly. about the
possibility of creating such a program
under the auspices of the College of LS& A.
I merely popped the idea into his head
and he sounded interested.- said Folev ,
adding. "I was quite encouraged.- Pullen
was unavailable for comment.
Even though the Immediate future of
Foley•s proposed baccalaureate law
enforcement program in unclear, he is
confident its imphmenation would not
require major additions or modification
Advisor shortage ires students
Complaints from frest‘mt ri and sopho-
!mars in the College of Arts and Sciences
!hat they hate not been assigned to
advisors in their intended major fields are
due to the disparity' between the number of
department choices and the number Of
.1%ailattle advisors, according to Asst. Dean
Elaine Gershman.
Although freshmen and sophomores
,omprise nearly ri0 per cent of the college's
students. only 30 per cent of the faculty are
Ming to ads ise them. Under the advising
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system, a faculty member ma'- choose to
advise freshman 'sophomores ninior-sen-
ior majors or both. Of approximately 3S0
faults . only 105 has e decided to ads ise the
underclass group.
6ershman said another problem is the
large number ot prospects% e freshmen who
mark their application "undecided". She
explained that many fatutly have no desire
to ads ,se undecided freshmen.
As head of the student adstsor baord for
Arts and Sciences. Gershman's part in the
athisor•achisee matching is trying to find
as mans "perfect" matches a% possible.
while relegating the remaining students to
athisors in areas related to their original
choice.
Polictical Science, for example. is an
often-requested field, but only three
faculty are on the freshman-sophomore
advising list. Gershman said she tries to
place the rest of them in a department such
as h111tWN . until they declare their official
major or until an opening in polociteal
siCflce 1.. found
MEN t— WOMEN!
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required Excellent pay Worldwide
travel Perfect _summer job or
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Dellinger speaks of continuing issues
"The movement is not dead."
Those were the words of David
Dellinger, sat -war leader and "Chicago
Seven" conspirator in the 1968 Democratic
Convention.
Dellinger, speaging as a guest of the
Distinguished Lecture Series before an
overflow crowd in the Damn Yankee, said
there is a sense that the movement is dead
and that apathy has taken over.
"We live in an age of instancy." said the
60-year-old Dellinger. "People think there
are short-cut answers."
He said there are no short-cut answers.
Problems must be solved over a period of
time.
"The goals of the 70's and the 80's
should be to bring people together
personally rather than politically and
spiritually rather than materially. We must
return to the experimental stage. All of life
is an experiment. No one has any correct
answers," the anti-war leader of the 60's
stated.
He said civilization can turn in any
direction. "We are living in a shallow
culture. We must try to attain a higher
a winter's day
level of thinking and steer this civilization
in a different direction."
Dellinger. who has been quoted as
saying he learned more in three years in
jail (he went to jail for failing to register for
the draft during WWII) than he did in six
years at Yale, said he thinks the 70's is a
healthier age than the 60's was.
He added that in trying to attain a higher
level of civilization, we can't evade the
realities. We can't evade the bombs, the
wars or the two unelected leaders (Ford
and Rockefellar) "who are not human
beings in any sense of the word."
Dellinger read from a piece he wrote
which essentially said that children are
more intelligent than grown-ups.
"Grown-ups put people in categories.
You aren't a person unless you are equal.
Grown-ups tell you if you keep learning
you'll be able to blow up the world.
Grown-ups won't give you money you need
today because they might need it
tomorrow. Grown-ups call it human nature.
Children aren't hu -tan nature. Children
are friends with everybody.••
House bill would eliminate
'top-heavy' administration
"We can eliminate the jobs of the
chancellor and the seven presidents and
save from a quarter to half a million
dollars," said the sponsor of a bill filed last
week in Augusta to place the University of
Maine under the Department of
Educational and Cultural Services.
The bill, sponsored by Kennebunkport
representative Elmont Tyndale, would
have the university's "trustees operating
within broad polic-y guidelines set forth by
the department."
The trustees' budget. appointments, and
nominations would all be subject to the
commissioner of educations. One of the
bill's clauses attempts to provide uniform
personnel policies for all university
employes. It requires trustees establish
the uniform policies which would then be
subject to the commissioner's approval.
Tyndale thinks the new administration
would "do the university gootl by tying it
closer to the educational system in the
state."
He said there is no need for the
chancellor's office to "pull it (the
university) together, nor tor so mans.
administrators as we hase now."
"We could probably- have an adminis-
tration on each campus under one able
administrator-the commissioner of educa-
tion." said the District 144 representative.
The bill would mean "better budgeting"
and "eliminate the top heavy administra-
tion." he said. as well as "bring the
university closer to the legislature."
UMO President Howard Neville strongly
disagreed yesterday. saying "my own
sense is that the structure of the university
is the was it ought to be-with a lay board
of trustees creating university polies-.
Senate moves to block cuts Resignations sought
from page one•
biennium's total state budget. If the
um% ersits had received the same amount
this year, the amount would be oser $90
million, or slightly more than requested.
Vice President Mark Hopkins was
unsure of the resolutions effect. "I think if
we follow up on the resolution and do some
effective lobbying we will find some
support." Hopkins said.
Davies also stressed the importance of
lobbying. "It will have some impact. The
legislature is usually influenced by its
constituents. The bill has to go to
committee and if we can contact the
members who haven't made up their minds
and talk with them. we may see some
changes,- suggested the freshman
legislator.
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But Hopkins cautioned against expecting
too much. "Obviously we stand to lose
something. but I think we can still get a
$15-$20 million increase without an
increase in taxes.
Meanwhile. Hopkins hopes to finish
getting signatures on the petitions by the
end of the week. He plans to present them
to Longley at a later date.
In other business. the GSS passed a
resolution in support ot the univesity•s
acting as a fiscal agen for the Maine
Public Interest Researe i Group (PIRG)
recommending to the Board of Trustees
that the practice be continued. The
trustees will resiew the policy in at their
March meeting.
continued from page one*
Stephen T. Hughes. a former UM
trustee who resigned Dec. 4 last year to
join the Maine House as a legislator from
Auburn, theorized that "he (the governor)
wants to mose now so he can have control
over the selection of the new chancellor."
Hughes added that he believes Longley has
a personal grudge against university
officials, who did not implement many of
the recommendations of Longley 's Maine
Management and Cost Survey.
The Campus has learned, according to a
reliable source, that at least one of the
people Longley named to the advisory
panel strongly urged the governor not to
ask for the trustees' resignations. i
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"If you put the university under the
commissioner of educatiion, then you've
given them a good deal of opportunity for
politizing the university." Neville said.
Tyndale thinks "now is the time" for his
bill, co-sponsored by Rep. Raymond
Faucher of Solon, but expects a lot of
debate when it comes before the
legislature. The bill is currently being
studied by the education committee. Its
public hearings will be scheduled within
the next two weeks. Tyndale said.
Senate begins
petition drive
Student senators are circulating over
1.000 petitions asking students' support
"to entreat the governor and the 107th
legislature to review and consider the
University of Maine budget request...-
The request is being made, the petition
states. "in order to ensure that the quality
of higher education in Maine is not allowed
to deteriorate and that the cost of education
remains within the financial means of the
people.-
Each petition has spaces for 25 names
and so far over 800 signatures have been
turned in. The petitions have been
circulating since Wednesday morning.
Senate Vice-President Mark Hopkins said
the drive was "going very well.••
The senators hope to complete their
drive and present the petitions to the Board
of Trustees. President Neville. and
Governor James Longley by the week after
vacation.
Other senate activities organized
towards a review of the budget include
circulating letters to parents of students,
sending a coalition to lobby in Augusta
Wednesday. and organizing meetings in
each dorm to discuss the budget and what
students can do to ask for its review.
The senate has been circulating the
petitions. along with flyers depicting Gov.
Longlev on the face of a facsimile dollar
hill. in dorrnitones and dining halls during
the past two days.
Hopkins said the student government
office received a call from the governor's
office yesterday, inquiring as to who "was
raising all the fuss" by printing the dollar
bills.
But the senate vice-president added the
call ended up being more constructive, as
he discussed the possibility of the
governor's coming to UMO sometime after
vacation to discuss the university's budget
with students.
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EDITORIAL]
Maine Campus
Putting it to the trustees may be the last straw
The latest bombshell dropped by the governor
(his call for the trustees' resignations) may well
be the last straw.
It now seems crystal clear that James Longley
is out to restructure the University of Maine in a
manner that would not only ensure the
implementation of many of his Maine
Management and Cost Survey
recommendations, but would also put the
university under his political control.
Many have noted that the governor promised
to all for the trustees' resignations while on the
campaign trail. but few ever believed he would
carry out such an act. But then. the Longley
administration, if anything, has certainly been
one of surprises.
We tend to agree with the several legislators
who have suggested to us that Longley has
launched a personal vendetta against the
university, because of the trustees' outright
rejection of many of the MMCS proposals. It's
not a judgement we like to make. but everything
the governor has done in the past few weeks
would allow no other conclusion.
Let us backtrack for a moment. First. Longley
sat down with Super-U officials and proposed a
5619.000 part 1 budget increase for next year,
when the request was set at 55.1 million. Then
the governor publicly denied that he did this.
claiming his figures for the university were
"substantially more" than that. He then.
without further consultation with university
officials, and without explanation. slashed his
budget recommendation for university and
proposed a 6.3 percent cut in state funding of the
university during the next two years. And, he
juggled the figures to make his recommendation
look like an increase, when it is actually a
decrease.
Finally, he has now called for the resignations
of all 14 UM trustees. Why? His answer is to give
the university a "fresh start."--to make the
university more "accountable" to the taxpayers
and students. Well, who is making the governor
accountable to the taxpayers and students?
Judging from the reactions we've heard from
students, faculty, administrators, and legislators
(all of whom are, by the way, often taxpayers),
the governor is way off base. That is, if he's
really trying to make the university more
accountable.
The fact of the matter is, Longley is trying to
make the university more accountable to him.
and him alone. How can a new board of trustees.
nominated by Longley 's hand-picked cronies
possibly be accountable to anyone but Longley?
Sure, we've bitched and moaned in the past
about the accountability and the accessibility of
the trustees and Super-U officials. But we never
suggested replacing them en masse with political
appointees. The very thought of it is disgusting
to anyone who holds dear and true to the maxim
that a university ought to be governed by a lay
board of trustees in an atmosphere of academic
freedom.
This attempt at politicizing the university is
the gravest error our new governor has made
yet. We keep emphasizing the many lessons
Longley has to learn, but right now the very first
one is that he can't continue cashing in on the
university, making it his political whipping boy.
Rep. Davies has suggested that the governor's
attitudes are similar to those of former dictator
Richard Nixon, at least in terms of his attempts
at concentrating power in the "executive
branch." We are afraid we have to concur.
Although we. like Davies, would never suggest
Longley would perpetrate the kind of political
skullduggery of a Richard Nixon. we do
nevertheless maintain that the difference in their
levels of outright arrogance is dismally small.
Nearly every administrative change Longley
has sought since entering office has had as its
goal the concentration of power in the governor's
lap. We cite as examples Longley's desire to
appoint the attorney general. to restructure the
university administration, to eliminate the
Executive Council, etc. The list goes on.
But the point is, if Longley succeeds in what he
is trying to do, in four years Maine will have a
governor with awesome and exclusive powers.
And knowing the political parties, they will take
advantage of the situation next time the votersgo u) the polls.
We find it ironic that Maine's intiependent
governor may well, through his actions in
securing tremendous power for his office, bring
back a one-party system to the state. For.
although we can't predeict which party it will be,
e believe that a future governor who would also
be a party member, could exercise an outrageous
amount of power through his party and the
changes that Langley is seeking. Such power
would inevitably bring Maine back to its old
"one-party" status.
In any event, the reason we think Longley's
asking for the trustees' resignations may well be
the "last straw" is simple. The trustees and
chancellor and his staff, who have up until now
acted quite passively in their dealings with the
governor, appear to be mustering a little
strength. In short, they're angry, and if that's
what it takes to inspire them, the governor has
succeeded.
We can only hope they'll now begin to see why
we said they have to stand up to Longley in the
first place. For if they don't. Longley may
succeed in bringing the university to its knees,
and that's one thing we certainly don't need
right now.
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letters 
'Night Porter' criticisms unfounded
I the ed..
Bill Gordon's
Night Porter
terrible—the inaccuracies pre-
vent it from being exactly
anything. While not doubting
his smcenty. we must question
his logic. Undeniably the movie
is not for the general viewer, but
it is far from deserving the
insult directed towards it by Mr.
Gordon
First let us grant one of Mr.
Gordon's points. Indeed the
musics sex scenes rise neither
to the level of "kinky nor to the
"romantic pornography" of its
advertising It seems to us there
is a tremendous naivete in
expecting any advertising to be
fulfilled The Westgate Cinema
offers a much kinkier fare for
the aserage skin-flick connes-
%icor.
But. for the less gladualarls
molly ated few of us. who have
sexual appetites only a few
standard &stations abuse nor-
mal the sex scenes very
stimulating. This subjective
report. it is conceded, comes
from the male heterosexual
perspectiye. the only one.
unfortunatels. to which our
biological endowment and en.
sironmental experiences permit
us access. The sensual experi•
ence of Night Porter is not.
regrettably . getting laid. Un-
doubtabls this standard can be
niet w ith a modest increase in
admission price.
But, there is not guarantee
'yen then that the unapprecia•
review of nit
isn't exactly:
the resiew et- will find the
experience any more than
"simply dull."
The 'remainder of Mr.
Gordon's criticism we find
unwarranted. Most damaging is
Mr. Gordon's attempt to
stereotype toe nim as one
dealing with "... the psycholog-
ical effects upon those people
sent to Nati contr ition camps
during WWII." Only a little of
that era is shown through
flashbacks Of greater import is
the existence of the characters
in the present. One couple seeks
an ideal world, free from the
convenient hypocrises which
surround them, free from the
pseudo
-therapeutic advances of
those whose sadistic character-
istics were ideally situated to a
concentration camp atmosphere
and are still at home in any:
en% ironment. Escape from such
is not a product of any past
excruciating experiences, but a
product of immediately existing
soeial pressures so deftly
articulated by Ms. Casani.
Comparison of Night Porter to
the stylistic deck es of II
Conformiato and Last Tango is
appropriate, but accusation of
blatant plagiarism seems out of
touch with reality . Bertoluccima
may be a better than aserage
director but he is not an ideal.
Bertolucci's fascinating inside -
outside-light-dark and shadows
photographiL artistrs does not
full osercome the fact that his
musics represent the epitome of
philosophical pedant is.
Commentary
In short, the Bertolucci viewer
is in a constant battle with
boredom. Ms. Cavani managed
to offer much more to the
viewer. There are both
intellectual and vic:eral aestheic
impact. The visual image. by
the way is enhanced by Cavani's
extraordinarily appropriate use
of some very fine music. (This
music was quite audible, but
perhaps in comprehensible is
one has grown accustomed to
listening to sound tracts
presented by the unmittigating-
ly high fidelity equipment
afforded by this University.)
Finally, the dubbing was
passable. This is a favorable
comment in light of the
realization that "passable** is
the greatest qualitatise height
to which the art can rise. Uhe
subtlety and sophistication of
Casani's film may escape Mr.
Gordon, but we hope that his
reyiew won't scare off a more
sensitive audience. This audi-
ence presumably being sucepti-
ble to Mr. Gordon's recommen-
dation because his reviews are
not ordinarily presented in the
anguished matter-of-fact tone of
a housewife with a headache.
The Night Porter is a richly
desers mg of an aw are audience.
It is not recommended as a mild
analgesic for a mundane case of
boredom.
A.D. Potthold
E.H. Robbins
'King Legs' footnote
10 the editor:
I compliment people for their
general good health. It's a gift.
both natural and man made.
May I take this liberty- to
express myself about your titled
news 'King Legs. 75," appear-
ing in the Maine Campus of
February 4. ltrS. My response
is voluntary:, unbiased and
general in nature and does not
point out a person or group of
individuals at all.
This may be the cultural gap
that irritates me about such
things. I think we hay e become
too progressive in our endeavors
and are about to discredit our
basic human values. Sanctity is
a word that is weeping for its
fate. I wonder, whether there is
some better means of
enlightening ourselves in this
sot iety
My experience in this country
evaluates the USA as a strong
democracy, a government "of
the people. by the people, and
for the people." And we are
witnessing this even day.
I don't know of any king. even
a single ruler, in this country.
It's ridiculous to call anybody's
legs as "Pang legs". that is, if
they don't belong to a king! We
imitate too much. We are not
monkeys any-more. Our endo-
crine system and its physiology
is proportionately responsible
for our organs.
I feel that a MAN'S legs are
his confidence to stand on with
due apologies for nothing.
Jaswant Tomar
Fighting the ax
To the ed.
The recent publicity of
Governor Longky's cut in
University of Maine funding by
over the next two years
stirred me to attend the student
senate meeting Tuesday even-
ing. Feb. 11. where budget
a resolution was adopted to take
action against Longley's budget
proposal.
I was so moved by this
demonstration by my fellow
students using their power and
potential to stand up for what
they believe in that I felt it a
duty: as a UMO student to write
this letter and make other UMO
students aware of the ramifica-
tions of the budget cut.
Th... most noticable effect will
he a raise in tuition and room
and board over the already
estimated $250 increase due to
inflation. In addition, there is
the possibility of loss of good
faculty members who would not
be able to afford working at
UMO due to a lack of rais in
salary.
Furthermore, state
-funded
programs like the Honors
Program and Upward Bound.
programs that give students the
opportunity to come to the
university. would be cut down
along with student financial aid
and loans. These are only a few
of the areas that would suffer
under Gosernor Longley's de-
creased budget. Your dormitory
Senators would has:e a more
complete breakdown.
All I ask is that students get
inyolved. Talk to your parents.
Inform them of how your
education may suffer if Longley
bill is passed. Write to your
legislators if your are a resident
of Maine and alk them to review
and reconsider Longley's rec-
ommendation. Sign the peti-
tions that will be circulating
throughout campus.
It's Your education. Don't let
,.or man ruin it. Get involved.
Martha M. Shultz
Thomas M. Rosa—
Disorganization is the key to success
The date is March 13. WS. a
Thursday night around 6:30.
Members of the Maine Campos staff
are starting to float into the room.
appearing determined as they
foresee a long night ahead in the
preparation of Friday's issue.
Historically, the production of the
paper has been less than a
smooth-running operation. Tonight
is no exception.
All began harmlessly enough.
Every reporter turned his assign-
ments in on time and editor Steve
Parker teamed with graphics arts
director Steve Ward to finish
designing the layout of the paper by
8:00
Then trouble began. Ward
returned to the production room to
check on his new system of
eliminating typing mistakes. You
see. Ward was so upset with his
proof-readers' lack of competence
that he'd decided to do away with
them altogether.
In their place he'd hooked up a
60-solt electric shock desice to the
typesetter's cortex. Ward was
hovering over the girl with a black
button in his had, ready to
administer a shock at the first sign of
a mistake. when Parker walked in.
"What the hell is hooked up to her
head?" the editor asked with a
puzzled look on his face.
Beaming with pride. ' ard
replied. "This is my new efficiency
device for cutting down on typing
errors. Everytime she makes a
mist•ke, she's punished with a
60-y olter "
An eyil laugh emanated from his
lips as he added. ''She hasn't made
too many so far.''
Parker looked compassionately at
the girl who sat frozen with fear.
typing at half speed to avoid the
possibility of a misspelled word or
punctuation error. He walked over
and sympathetically patted her on
the head. accidentaly detonating the
device which sent painful shocks
through each.
Parker quickly shook off the
effects, then strode out of the room
swearing under his breath about
Want and his innovations.
The girl wheeled in her chair and
responded to the shock by pleading
her innocence. "I'm sorry- Mr. Ward
sir, hut I was sure you spelled
Me'. ille 'N-E-V•L-L-E'.••
Meanwhile in the newsroom, news
editor Joe Michaud (alias Zoltan)
was having problems of his own,
though more of a mental variety' than
phssical.
It seems Michaud went on a heavy
carousing spree last night at the
Oronoka where he became deter-
mined to show a couple of co-eds just
how friendly he can be. The girls
objected. but Joe persisted, and he
suddenly found himself outside,
doing a headstand in a snowbank,
courtesy of a chiyalrous bouncer.
Tonight the friendly Campos news
editor was still feeling the effects of a
hangover and he was in no mood to
listen to a bombardment of headlines
which always seemed to be too short.
too long, too vague, or misleading.
But before he had a chance to
protest, four enthusiastic individuals
began pummelling him with
proposed headlines. Joe's head
starting pounding: his 'helpers'
starting closing in on him, all the
while emitting an incessant flow of
words which he could no longer
comprehend: he 'had no choice but
to escape because he knew his mind
would not tolerate much more before
exploding.
Slowing he slumped from his chair
and crawled across the floor. As he
reached the door, he glanced back
and breathed a sigh of relief.
Apparently. no one had noticed him
lease. all four of his 'helpers' were
still directing questions at the empty
chair he'd been sitting in.
In the meantime. Parker had
decided to reread a story which was
being typed in the production room.
He walked in and greeted Ward.
who had that same evil gleam in his
eves and black button in his hand.
The typesetter had evidently made a
few nustakes. Her hair, formerly
smooth and straight. was frizzed out
in all directions bearing a strong
resemblance to an afro.
"How long before that story is
done?" asked Parker.
"It'd better by typed up pretty.
soon or else." Ward responded as he
dispensed a brief, shock to the
startled typesetter.
She quickly increased her ty:ping
speed and finished up the story in a
matter of minutes. Parker opened
the machine and stared.
The girl had become so bewildered
after a series of shocks earlier in the
night that she had been neglecting to
insert typing paper into the machine
for the past hour and a half.
Ward scow led as he watched his
boss turn and walk stoically out of
the production room. The empty
beer bottles and pizza boxes, which
were scattered over the floor, parted
as Parker walked through the
newsroom into his office.
Once behind the privacy of his
desk, Parker's expressionless face
changed to one of utter helplessness,
whereupon he broke down and
began crying over the injustices from
which an editor can never escape.
All through the night, sports
editor Tom Bassols had been
mysteriously absent. Around 10:30.
with most of the paper progressing
well except for the sports section, a
subdued Parker phoned York Hall to
inquire about Bassols* whereabouts.
Suddenly- his state of composure
yanished as quickly as he had
regained it and the phone fell limply
from his grasp.
"Bassols isn't coming in tonight."
he screamed for all to hear.
"Vacation starts next week and
we're not even supposed to be
putting out a Friday issue. There
won't be soul left on campus to read
it tomorrow afternoon."
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Six collepfx to offer work-credit by next  fall
Field experience programs expanding
Students in many departments at UMO
are able to earn credit for field experience
and man% more might he doing the same
next fall. but the expensive. !Tinos atiy
education may eyenoially cost them a
tuition increase.
Complying with a request President
Howard Nesille made at last January's
convocation address. UMO's six colleges
have been working to develop field
experience programs which enable.
students to earn up to 12 credits over a .
four-year period.
Last October the university hired
Wallace Witham and Roseniar% Caffarealla
to staff the newly created Office of
Cooperative Education and Field Exper-
ience and contacts were made with local
businesses and schools who might be able
to usc students on a part-time basis.
The new office has defined its
cooperative education and field experience
as "the intergration of classroom theory
with practical experience under hich
students have specific periods of
attendance at the college and specific
periods of employment in industry,
business. gosernment. or services."
"Our purpose is two-fold.•• said
Caffarella. "First. we want to get students
involved working in pos. tions closely
related to their career aspirations. Second.
we'd like to offer a real opportunity for
students to make the transition from the
student community to working community.
Local businessmen, under the coopera-
tive system. take in students as paid
workers. Usually, the student must work
for two semesters, or a semester and a
summer. The amount of college credit
given the student varies from department
to department. but the range is from one to
nine credits.
Today, the co-op has grow n to cos er
sesen departments. including Ph'. sical Ed.
and Agriculture. The co-op has giyen rise
to another sersice. the Field Experience
Program.
"The difference between the two is
this." said Caffarella. "The Co-op calls for
six or seven months of full-time work, and
the student is paid. Under Field
Expenence. however, the student works
only part-time, works for a shorter penod
of time, and may or may not get paid.
Another difference is co-op students
usually. do not go to school while working,
whereas field experience people do field
work as part of the regular semester's
school work.**
According to Witham. director of field
experience, the part-time format makes
field experience flexible. "We find out
when and at what the student wishes to
work, anti then we try to place him." he
said.
"Field Experience was made an
extension of the co-op last October, so
we're Yen new. We have one course in
operation—Recreation and Parks, and this
is through the departments of the College
of Education and Agriculture and Resource
Economics." Witham pointed out.
Howeyer. students with any major can
apply for work experience.
Some departments don't' offer field
courses. Witham continued, but work-
study arrangements are made, and credit
is still given. "The Art Department doesn't
have any field courses, hut we placed two
art majors in jobs. Their work is being done
under the course title: 'Problems in Art'."
he said.
According to Carfarella, students are
expected to keep a 2.0 grade-point as erage
to be eligible for the programs.
"This is what the uniyersity requires
for graduation so this is our minimum."
she said.
Departmental requirements for entrance
into the program may %ary.
At a faculty breakfast this fall. President
Neville reiterated his desire for the
programs and asked for progress reports
by No'.. 14 from all the colleges. According
to Vice-president for Academic Affairs
James M. Clark. the reports have been
received and progress varies among the
departments.
The College of Arts and Sciences last
spring drew up guidelines for its field
experiences courses. Course proposals
from the history and physics departments
were approved at this December's college
meeting and programs in the language.
psychology and political scietke depart-
ments are now in the planning stages.
At Bangor Community College the
faculty has created a variable credit course
under thier general studies program which
are being offered this semester. Under the
new course. GS IS. students can earn from
one to eight credits for field experience and
the course may he repeated until lb
credits, an entire semester's worth of work.
are earned.
The College of Business Administration
is also offering a field experience course
BA 190. this semester In this course,
students will work with a small local
business while earning three credits.
This course was offered last semester. hut
according to the college's dean. Dr.
Stanley W. Devino. there was not time
enough to publiciie the offering before the
end of add-drop. Nevertheless. 13 students
earned three credits each in the course last
semester.
The course will he offered again next fall
and its sequence. Ba 141. will be offered
the next spring.
Another course. Ba 100-Field Experiece.
will be offered next fall and students will
he able to earn up to six credits for
experience in larger. formal organizations
in areas sukh as accounting, finance,
marketing, and management. At the same
time the college will begin accepting up to
six credit hours of field experience courses
offered by other university. departments
although prior approval of the student's
ads isor is mandatory
Clark called the business administration
college's efforts in organizing such
programs "a beautiful job." and noted the
courses have been set up within that
coflege's strict accreditation requirements.
The College of Eucanon has drawn up
guidelines for students who want field
experience in their undergraduate
program. Four students are currently
being placed in municipal offices and the
state park department under a parks and
recreation field experience course.
"This is a dramatic change in just one
year." commented Dr. Clark about the
program. but noted it was expensive
education. "It is a high cost program. 1
hope students appreciate that when they
pay their tuition.- he said.
"One professor can only supervise nine
or 10 students at once." he noted. "It takes
more time and efforts on the part of the
professors.••
The problems of basing enough faculty
to handle the extra work is haunting mans
departments. Although the department A-
political science has drawn up guidelines
for their courses and designed some
courses. chairman Eugene Maw hinney
noted under-staffing is currently a problem
his department must overcome before the%
can obtain the college's final approval for
the courses.
Witham noted a lack of certain tvpes of
businesses in the area can limo the
programs and keep down the number of
students invoked.
Clark said some thought has been giyen
to using umsersity employes to train
students in field work education, hut
academic supervision would also be
needed.
In am case, additional funding from
sonic source will he necessars to keep the
program functioning. Clark said he is "not
optimistic** about getting additional money
rom the state legislaure. but said another
alternanye would he reallocating mime%
from other departments at the university.
After that, a raise in student tuition ‘40Uld
be considered
Freeman reccommends Super-U 'no smoking' policy
If Acting Chancellor Stanle% Freeman
has his was, all classrooms in the Super-1 .
may he subject to a "No smoking" policy
in the near future.
Freeman. at the UM trustees Jan. 29
meeting. suggested a smoking ban to the
se's en campus presidents for action at their
discretion. The acting chancellor cited
health and heating costs as his reason for
proposing the ban.
UMO President Howard R. Neville was
uncertain this week whether or not a
smoking ban will be enacted at UMO,
although the final decision rests with him
NeNille claimed most people here would
support the idea. but he noted there would
he an enforcement problem.
The president also discounted the
feasibility of establishing "smoking
lounges" in classroom buildings because
of the shortage of space that already exists.
According to Freeman's assistant
Joanne Magill. the acting chancellor
dislikes the fact that non•smoking students
MERLE NORMAN
COSMETICS
34 Main Street
947-4006
Call for your free
make-up demonstration
are necessarily subject to the fumes of
smoking students when attending classes.
Although non-smokers rights are hindered
by smokers, the reserse is not true, she
said. The acting chancellor belie. es the
rights of non-smokers should be protected
in the classroom. said Magill.
She also noted, as did Freemar at the
trustees' meeting. that smoking in
Two-car campus
A two car collision outside Alumni Hall
last friday night resulted in UMO police
issuing a summons to a Bangor man, for
allegedly failing to stop for a stop sign.
Harlan G Delany of -9 Fifth St.. Bangor.
appeared in Third Distnct Court in that
city. Monday., where he requested and
received a transfer of his case to State
Superior Court. No date for the Superior
court appearance was given
According to Asst. Director of Police and
Safety Bran F. Hitches. Delanv was
summoned Friday evening after a collision
classrooms indirectly increases the costs of
heating buildings. This is because of the
ventilation required to clear the rooms of
smoke. During the winter months, air
taken from outdoors must be heated tat
least indirectly) before circulating indoors.
As a result, the use of ventilation 5'. stems
increase the amount of fuel oil consumed in
heating the classroom buildings.
Freeman did not issue any guidelines on
the proposed ban. He has left it up to the
sanous campus presidents to decide if it
will he implemented at each campus.
Student senate President Jeanne Bailey
said she supports the idea of a classroom
smoking ban at UMO. and added she will
suggest that the matter be brought to the
senate for action.
collision involves UMO student
which also involved Dennis M. Bailey. a
UMO student presently residing at the
student apartments in Bangor.
Hilchey said the accident occurred at
8:20 p.m. Friday.. at the corner of Schee
and Munson Roads near Alumni Hall.
when Delany, traveling west on Schee Rd..
alledgedly ran the stop sign and hit the
right side of the car Bailey was driving.
Damages resulting from the crash
amounted to S1000 to the right side of 1973
is your skin showing?
If unwanted hair is your problem,
let electrolysis remove it permanently,
safely and quickly
Shirley Schneider
192 Norfolk St. • eree consultation
942-7081 Bangor •Doctors " references
Mercury. dny en by Bailey. and S350 to the
front of Delany 's 19'2 Pontiac. Hilchey
noted that the car Bailey was driving
belonged to Holly Roberts of Brooks. Me..
who was sitting on the passe.nger side of
the front seat at the time of the accident.
Hitches added that Delany was able to
get his case transfered under the
pro%isions of a new law which allows
persons summoned in connection with
traffic violations to automatically transfer
to Superior Court. "In essence.- Hilchey
concluded. "this means he wants a trial."
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SPORTS 
Gerry and the Lenamme Legions
Before the start of the current indoor
track season UMO miler Gerry Laflamme
wrote down his goal for the season. He
passed the note into UMO track coach Ed
Sty ma and in it he listed a 4:08 or better
mile.
Last Saturday Gerry ran a 4:10.5 mile in
winning the event in the Mane Invitational
Track Championships and seems well on
his waV to achieving his goal. Pitted
against New England's best milers in the
Yankee Conference championships this
coming Saturday (Feb. 151 and in the New
England% Feb. 22. Gerry should ha‘e his
shot at the 4:08.
"In fact. 1 will be very disappointed if I
don't run the 4:08 or better in our next
couple of meets. Certainly the competition
will be there." says Gerry.
The competition in the Yankee
Conference should push Gerry to the limits
of his abilit%. Ihree of the four milers in
New England who have run under a 4:10 in
the utile this season will be competing. led
hy James Taylor of Boston University with
a 4 06.9 to his credit. Others under 410
thus far include George Reed of New
Hampshire and Bruce Clark of Connecticut
along w ith Boston College's Keith Francis.
I anamme's 4:10.5 set new meet, school
and Field House records last Saturday. asthc
Bears won the Maine Invitational over
Bowdoin. Bates and Colby. It was the
second fastest mile ever run by a Maine
colegian as John Emerson of Bates did a
4:10.2 in 1972 at the IC4A meet that year.
In his races at Orono this season Gerry
has responded to the urgings of what some
track buffs are calling "Lanamme•s
Legions". The meets at UMO have drawn
well and a large block of spectators come to
provide vocal encouragement to La-
flamme. "The cheering really helps me in
a race. especially that organized cheering
by my fraternity brothers. I don't want to
let them doss n and they are so close to the
track it's almost as though they were part
of me while I'm running'', he sacs.
Asked about his strategy for the YC meet
mile. Gerrs said that he hoped to stay fairly
close to the pace until a point sonic 600
yards from the finish and hope he has
enough left at that point to sprint home.
This is in direct contrast to his strategy in
the Maine Invitational when he broke on
top and stayed there throughout.
Swimmers meet UVM
1 he Universit% of Maine at Orono swim
team, fresh from two weekend sictories on
thu road. travels to Burlington, Vt..
Saturday iFeb. 151 for a crucial Yankee
( onference encounter with a strong
['nisei-sits. of Vermont team.
I he Black Bears need a win to keep their
hopes alise for a conference title. which
could be decided in the annual New
England meet March b-h at Brown
Uni%ersity. Maine has now won six of eight
dual meets this season and stands 3-1 in
competition against Yt schools.
Latest sictinis of the swimming Bears
were Ccntral Connecticut. '0-43, on Friday
(Feb. 71 and Massachusetts. 64-48.
Saturda tEch. Ei). In the Central
Connecticut meet freshman Ralph Turner
of Seekonk. Mass., set a new school record
in the 200-yard indisidual medley with a
time of 2:0b.1. passing the mark held b%
teammate Tom ("lark of 2:07.3. Also in the
Central meet freshman diver Rolf Olsen of
Delmar. N.Y.. handed UMO's Roy Warren
his first defeat of the season as he edged
Warren in the one meter board event with
a total point score of 285.3. This qualifies
Olsen for the NCAA Championships.
Warren has already qualified.
Coach Alan Switzer expects his club to
he at full strength for the Vermont meet.
Distance swimmer Tim Babcock of Bangor
missed the two weekend meets while
recovering from the flu but is expected to
be reads Saturda%. Vermont is strong in
the shorter distance freestyle ecents and
has explosive capabilities in the
backstroke. butterfly and breaststroke.
according to Switzer. The Maine coach
believes the Bears have the edge in the
distance freestyle events and diving.
VALENTINE DAY
A COFFEE MAKERS
CORN POPPERS
TEA KETTLES
ELECTRIC IRONS
ELECTRIC FRY PANS
ELECTRIC BLENDERS
ELECTRIC CAN OPENERS
ELECTRIC HAND FOOD MIXERS
rlf
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itpur
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aflamme leads a group of talented
trackmen to the Yankee Conference meet
and the quality could establish the Bears as
a darkhorse contender. Among the Bears
who have qualified for the IC4A meet this
year are. besides Laflamme, high jumper
Steve Leathe with a best of 6'8'4", 600
yard runners Bob VanPeursem with a
1:11.8 and Allyn Brown cc ith a 1:12.5 and
triple jumper Dan Cochrane w ith a best of
48' 3 3 4". In addition. Eric Larnmi has
Champs
impressed in the high jump. long jump and
triple jump. while the Maine mile relay
team has conic on strong in recent meets.
Maine enters the YC championships
with a dual meet record this season of 7-1.
losing only to powerful Harvard.
As Gerry Laflamme puts it. "I haven't
run my best race vet". and some of the
other qualit% performers could echo that
statement. Perhaps they'll put it all
together next Saturday.
Captain Rob Van Peursem. left. and coach Edmund Styrna
hold the trophy emblematic of supremet, in the Maine
Invitat ttttt al Track Championships following the University ol
Maine at Orono 's l'h.1011 In f event lust Saturday. The Bears
topped Rowdoin. Rate. and Colby for the title
BREWER SHOPPING CENTER
CINEMA CENTER 949-3313
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Trustees to meet with
educational committee
By Dennis Bailey
Acting Chancellor Stanley Freeman
presented a bleak outlook for the future of
the super universits system at the board of
Trustees meeting Wednesday in Bangor.
Working within the economic guidelines
presented in Governor James Longley's
proposed budget cuts. Freeman outlined a
possible plan including a 5280.000 cutback
in personnel and student services, as well
as cutbacks in academic and social
programs. Freeman emphasized that his
suggesstions are a possible plan to be
implemented only if the budget clears the
legislature with no substantial changes in
I onglev's recommendations.
If that were to happen. Freeman's four
part "Plan A" calls for:
-the university to forego certain
expenditures. such as stretching out
pas ments to classifed retirement fund, the
limitation of facility use, and the
discontinuence of certain federal pro,
grams:
-eniplosees' sacrificing salary and w age
increases, with no professional or classified
cost of living or merit increases, and a
reduction in overtime and holiday pay;
-cuts to be made at the system's seven
Campuses in order to absorb an increase of
52.514.N3 in uncontrollable unisersity
costs. Including a SI .000.000 inflation
increase as well as fuel costs. new facility
cow ,. insurance, and federal programs.
This would mean a 59n0.208 reduction in
administrative and support services such
as security forces, grounds and janitorial
services, reduction of building usage and
reduced computer services: a $288,890
reduction in services to students other than
academic, such as the reduction of
placement and counciling services.
reduction of library and building hours.
elimination of minor sports, denying the
public use of university facilities, and the
elimination of the co-operative education
program: a $416,980 reduction in research
and public services: and whopping
S848.71.5 contraction of academic offerings.
"This is the area we have to protect
longest. Freeman said. "because this
represents a serious loss to educational
reSOUrces...
Included in this trimming of academic
offerings would be the' elimination of
minors and other options, and possibly
some major programs. Continuing
Education courses will be threatened and
supervised field experience will be reduced
due to tray el restrictions. Cuts would also
occur in support facilities such as closed
circut TV. audio visual aids, clerical
support, and library materials
"Because of these reductions." Free-
man continued. "we can't guarantee that
some stAents tl,• • p. -v. :rt.,
tney have started."
The reductions would mean over 107
personnel positions system•wide wourd be
terminated. Freeman informed the
trustees that this would mean more than
107 people would be losing jobs since the
figures apply to positions and do not take
into account supporting staffs.
Freeman closed his remarks by saying
that his proposals were not a plan but a
report on the impact of proposed budget
cuts. He said that in no wav did he
recommend the plan be implimented.
The presidents from the seven campuses
were on hand to discuss how the cuts would
affect them. All insisted that the budget
Freeman A direct result of the severe budget cuts by Gio•Longle. acting chancellor Stanle) freeman in
addressing the Trustees Wednesday outlined a
program of austerity. It will involve severe cut. i•:
mans areas of the Super- I. budget.
restrictions would damage existing
programs and jeopardize emplos-es.
"I hope this budget is not a reality."
said UMO President Howard Neville.
"Hopefully this will show the legislature
and Governor's office that we need some of
the funds replaced."
Neville said the restrictions will result in
an inability to fill nine teaching vacancies.
a phasing out of the librars masters
program. and a reallocation of funds for the
health center. He mentioned that one staff
member at the health center will soon
retire and probably will not be replaced.
Neville also said there will be a major
reduction in amintenance and physical
Libby chosen for trustee post
It approved by Governor Longley 's
Executive Council. former UMO president
Winthrop C. Libby will fill the current
vacancy currently on the university's Board
of Trustees.
Rumors that Libby would be the choice
to replace Stephen Hughes. who resigned
the post to run for the legislature, were
confirmed by Longley last Tuesday.
Libby, at his home in St. Augustine.
Florida. said he will accept the position if it
is approved, which "probably won't be
before April." He did not have any specific
ideas in mind for the university because he
said he has been too far away from the
situation.
"I know what the big problem is," the
former president said. "It's money. I'm
opposed to any tuition increases to soke
the problem and would do that only as a
last resort '
He added that he knew of the problems
between the governor and the board of
trustees and that it is important for them to
get together as soon as possible.
Reaction around the state to libby's
nomination was favorable. State Senator
Ted Curtis (R-Orono) said he was delighted
that Libby was chosen. "He's an excellent
man for the job and I hope it comes about
as soon as possible."
State Representitive Stephen Hughes.
.ho Libby is replacing on the board. said.
"He's a fantastic guy and probably one of
the nicest, most responsive person in the
state of Maine. My only concern is the
governor be careful in his future
appointments with trustees with affiliation
to any one campus. 'Win' is the kind of
person not to let his vision be narrowed by
his long association with UMO."
Libby has been associated with the
university for 27 years. The Executise
Council decision is expected soon.
although no meeting with Libby has yet
been scheduled. C
plant employees at the Orono campus. a,
well as a reducation in the security force.
The la% -offs would affect at least 37 people
at UMO.
"There is also the difficult problem with
the morale of the uniyersit% staff." Neville
declared. "Every day we read in the paper
about salary and wage adjustments for all
kinds of workers, but our people have to
wait a sear for an% wage increases."
Freeman. as well as the various campus
presidents noted the budget cutt may
seriously jeopardize academic accredita-
tion of some programs. Ed Miller.
president of the University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham. said UMPG is hard-
pressed to make reductions without
affecting their academic standing
"Our criminal justice program may be
deleted." said Miller. "as well as athletic
programs. There will be absolutels no new
courses introduced even though they are
badly needed."
The trustees made it evident they will
explore every avenue to reduce costs and
save money before increasing tuition. "If
we increase tuition again in times like
these.•' said board member Francis
Brown, we will dens the right of mans to
continue their education. The increase
would hit middle America and would be
wrong."
Vice chairman James Page offered a
motion stating that it is the consensus of
the trustees that deliberation and
discussion of the budget for the first year of
the next biennium will include no increase
in tuition, that wage and salary increases
will be tied to whatever state employees
get, and that the governor's budget
curtails the services and functions of the
university so that it cannot provide an
adequate secondary education. The motion
passed with little discussion Although
some trustees did not want to commit
themselves to no tuition increase, they did
*ant to make it clear that they would
consider it only as a last resort.
1axe
PROD Two kaine Campus
Sarah Blaisdell lIeftI of YOI* and Luanne Peters (risk) of
East Hartford. Conn. will he among those participating in the
1.1M0 A rm Wrestling Tournament tomorrou from 10 a. in. to 5
p.m in the gym. Kevin Maroon and Neil Johnson of 14'in8low
are brothers of Alpha Phi Omega a service fraternity that is
co-sponsoring the event jot- the benefit of CARE.
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Union usage fee proposed
The charging of a student fee for the use
of the Memorial Union may•not be too far
off in the future.
A proposed constitution for the Union
would give its governing board the power
to recommend a fee. subject to the advice
and approsal of the Union's director. The
fee would then have to receise the Board of
Trustee's approval.
Carl Pease. chairman of the Memorial
Union Governing Board, has written the
constitution in hopes of giving the board
more financial control of the Union.
Pease said the Union currently receives
about S70.000 a year from the uniyersits..
The actual cost of running the Union is at
least S200.000 and most of this is paid v.ith
the income from the Union's programs.
Pease explained the Union's present
income only "takes up the slack" but
cannot cos er total operating costs.
Governor Longley's budget cut, he said.
could also mean this money will no longer
be receised from the unisersity.
Pease noted that if a fee was imposed.
not only' students, but the entire university
community. including faculty and other
UMO employes, would have to pay.
what's on
tEll. 2$
tiANk 1 WORKSHOP—Hilltop,
all day.
IVCF—Bangor Room. Memorial
Union. b:30 p.m.
MOVEMENT WORKSHOP—with
Micki Wesson. Hilltop Conference
Room. -:00 p.m.
BLACK EMPHASIS WEEK—Soul
Dinner and Poetry. Reading. Damn
Yankee. Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MEETING—Wilde-Stein Club.
Coe Lounge. Memorial Union. -:00
p.m.
MUAB MOVIE—' Moby Dick."
100 Nutting Hall. " & 9:30 p.m.
RAM'S HORN—Sue Griffin. 9 &
10:15 p.m.
SATURDAY. MARCH 1
ARM WRESTLING CONTEST—
Memorial Gymnasium. 10 a.m. - 4
p.m.
CONSIDERATIONS ON SAIL
BOAT RACING—Mr. Abbot Flet-
cher will speak. Bangor Room.
Memorial Union. - p.m.
MUAB MOVIE—"The Agony and
the Ecstasy." 100 Nutting Hall. -
&9:30 p.m.
DON REDLICH DANCE COM-
PANY—Hauck Auditorium. 8:15
p.m.
BLACK EMPHASIS WEEK —con-
cludes with a dance. Estabrooke
Hall. 9 p.m.
RAM'S HORN—Sandy Ives. starts
at 9:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 2
CONGREGATION OF TEMPLE
ISRAEL of Old Town—Service at
10:30 a.m. with brunch following.
Students and faculty are invited to
attend.
CONTEMPORARY FILM SER-
IES-- Picasso," Bangor Room,
Memorial Union. 2 p m.
MONDAY, MARCH 3
SANDWICH CINEMA—"Jug-
gernaut. a film of India.•• North
Lown Roon, Memorial Union. 12
noon.
FENCING CLUB—Lengyel Gym-
nasium. b p.m
PHOTOGRAPHY SEMINAR--
"How to run a Darkroom.' Banger
Room, Memorial Union. ' p.m.
PLANT SEMINAR —Michael
Carmichael will speak on "From the
Ground Up." Lown Room, Memorial
Union. 7 p.m.
ampus Eye
B. Bill Ferguson
Bloodshot
There is a smell of antiseptic and
alcohol. A few people, not quite
sure, lurk apprehensively around the
corner peeking in to make sure that
Count Dracula isn't flitting about.
before taking that final step. Girls
giggle nervously. and whisper thier
weights conspiratonly to the
receptionist.
"I hate giving blood." the girl
next to me says with a wry face. '1
don't like needles being stuck in my
body and the juice is terrible."
"Why." I ventured, "do you do
it?"
She looked at me with impatient
disguest. "Because it makes me feel
good.• •
I had never though of it in that
%ein before. I had always given out of
an obscure sense of duty, but when
she put it that was. I had to admit
that it made me feel pretty good too.
There really isn't that much to it.
You come in, make out a short form.
get checked for pulse and blood
pressure. and answer a few
questions concerning your medical
history.
Then a nurse checks your vein...
looking for a likely spot, you lie back
on a comfortable padded table and
she plugs a needle into your arm An
instant's twinge, just like a shot, and
that it for pain.
It only takes about 10-15 minutes
of lying back and making fists to
drain a pint and lose a pound. Great
way to start a diet.
Aftensard, you lie still for a
moment, then you get to eat all the
Oreos and orange juice you can
handle.
The experience is not at all
unpleaYanit, and the resulting feeling
is well worth hatever anxiety one
has before going in.
The travelling team of fise Or six
nurses in charge of the opt:ratios are
well-trained. amiabk and dedicated.
They are on the road six or seven
days a week. moving from
community to (-immunity. from
Waterville north to the border. They
are responsible for half the area of
the state and may. be here one day
and Ft. Kent the next.
"We collect 350 to 450 pints a
week." Nurse Leavitt informed me.
"UMO is one of our steadiest
suppliers, so we're here on campus
somehwere nearly every Wednes-
day .••
There's an extra bonus too. If you
or any blood relatise should need any
amount of blood within 12 months
after donating. the Maine Red Cross
will supply it free.
So if you have the time, inclination
and gumption, come on in and drain
a vein for your fellow man. It'ill
make you feel good.
Union director David Rand noted the fee
would not be the first activity fee for the
Union. A $S per semester fee was charged
students when it was first opened in 1453
until 1961.
At a meeting of the governing board
Monday night. Rand said the fee question
will be dealt with soon and said the fee may
be mandatory or voluntary.
The current Memorial Union constitution
puts the governing board in charge of the
budget. except for salaries, the news
counter, the food services, and game room.
Pease said this leases only. the Memorial
Union Activities Board of which the
governing board has charge. He said
although it can ads ice the director on
budget matters, it has never been given
the right to approve the final budget. The
new constitution would gise the board final
say in w ho does or does not get monc‘.
Pease speculated the hoard would prohabl%
end up v. ith a compromise on the budget
re% iess pow er
Bill to transfer
Urn control
openly criticized
A bill to wrest control of the uniyersits
away from the Board of Trustees and inot
the hands of the Department of
Educational and Cultural Services was the
topic of hearings before the Legislative
Committee on Education Tuesday in
Augusta.
Sponsored by Rep. Elmont Isndale.
R-Kennebunkport. L.D. 519 would gise the
education commissioner the power to
approve the person chosen by the trustees
to serve as chancellor and also osersee
budget recommtndations for the untsersi-
ty.
In addition to the bills sponsor, Mho as
questioned estensively by. the committee.
only Rep. Ray Faucher. D-Solon, spoke for
the bill.
Ten people spoke against the proposal
including Rep. Stephen Hugh% D-Auburn)
a former board of Trustees member, Rep.
Richard Davies tD-Orono, and Michael
Huston. chairperson of the Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG,.
"The passage of L.D. 519 would do
nothing to broaden higher education
opportunities for Maine citizens." argued
Sen. Minette Cummings. IR-Dis 24). "It
would only insert a layer of administration
betwsin the Unisersits Board and the
governor and legislature."
Dr. Mary Ann Haas, acting vice
chancellor for academic affairs for the
UNiversity of Maine, represented the
acting changellor and Board of Trustees in
speaking against passage. She maintained
the trustees hase fiscal accountabilits, a
major argument of the bill's proponents.
by operating the university within its
resources, reporting annually to the
governor, legislature. and people; and by
presenting their budget requests at open
hearings.
"This bill would encroach upon
academic freedon by placent constraints on
specific shcolarly activiteis." she said.
The bill v.ill come up for a sote in the
legislature soon. Sen. Ted Curtis (R•Dis-
26) told the Campus the bill dows not have
much of a chance and called it a "badly
written piece of legislation."
Nominees sought
Nominations for the Distinguished
Faculty Award will be held Wednesday.
March 5 Students may vote in the
commons' at either the noon or evening
meal. Off
-campus students will vote in the
Memorial Union between 9 a.m. and 5
p m. BCC students may cast ballots at the
"candy shop" in the BCC student union.
The award is sponsored by the General
Alumni Association, which provides a
$1500 award for the faculty member
selected. C.]
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Blames "blind ambition"
John Dean explains scandal role
"It was my own blind ambition," said
convicted Watergate conspirator John
Dean. explaining his involvement in the
affair. "I only wanted to please my
superiors. I knew what they wanted and
did my danmdest to do it.
Dean. speaking Monday afternoon to a
crowd of about 2000 at Memorial Gym, also
talked about prison reform, the C.I.A.. and
Richard Nixon.
In his brief remarks the former
presidential aid said he hoped the current
investigation into the CIA will bring out
further evidence of dirty tricks and answer
more questions about corruption in high
positions.
Dean also called on former President
Richard Nixon to "come clean" and tell the
truth about Watergate.
"The minimum price for the pardon
should he the truth from Richard Nixon."
He described Nixon as a complex man of
many moods. "He was extremely
organized and was never at ease with
outsiders." said Dean
The atmosphere in the White House in
the early seventies, as Dean described it,
Was one of paranoia. "There was never a
'master plan' to destroy our enemies as
sonic of the papers base described it.
Everyone had a hand in it (the "dirty
tricks''). But there was an effort to weaken
some of the stronger presidential
andidaies."
Dean claimed Nixon fostered this
atmosphere. "Nixon was alway in control,
either directly or indirectly. Had he not
wanted those things, they wouldn't have
happt ned.'•
Dean made it clear that he thinks
Watergate is behind us. "I wouldn't expect
the same dirty tncks to happen again. It
would be a very foolish politician who
would employ such &to. itics."
He cautioned his remarks by saying that
had Watergate not been uncovered. the
next %candle would have been even bigger.
It was the American press, Dean said. who
was responsible for uncovering the
corruption.
"The American people owe a great debt
to the press for uncovering Watergate. The
relentless attitude of the Washington Post
and others to uncover it brought about the
revelations. We should all he thankful."
About his four-month sentence, Dean
said that no one was more surprised than
he when Judge Sirica released him.
Although he was very happy, Dean said, he
has "a lot of trouble accepting the fact that
a kid can get 10 years for one ounce of
marijuana when I get four months."
Even though Dean admits the office of
the president has been tarnished, he hopes
that Watergate doesn't adversely affect
people getting into politics. "There is
going to be more dazzle in state and local
government in the future and I would
encourage young people to get into
government work.—
. Dean offered several rare glimpses int,
the workings of the presidency by relatin,
stories about how he was recruted for work
in the White House, and by recounting a
situation when he met with the president to
discuss the budget to give the apearance to
isiting college students that young people
had a voice in Nixon's administration
When he inquired why the situation was
arranged, presidential aide H.R. Halde-
man told Dean the president "thinks you
look hippy."
In response to a question. Dean outlined
the better aspects of Nixon's term. Dean
cited ending the draft and breaking the
barrier between the US and China as some
of the accomplishments. Dean also said
Nixon may have been able to avoid leaving
office.
"I don't think he could have staved in
office if he hadn't come forward with
anything less than the truth. But if he had
come forward with anything less then the
truth. But if he had ceme forward with the
truth, he could have gotten through.••
John Dean
University bills Senate for mailing expenses
Student government President Jeanne
Bailey informed the student senate
Tuesday night of charges made by the
university for postage to cover mailing
letters concerning the governor's UM
budget recommendation to parents of all
UMO students. Totalling S651.10. mail-
room officials claimed it would be
incestuous, in the words of Gov. James B.
Longley. for the university to pay the
expense.
Bailey received a call during vacation
that student government would have to pay
the postage if the letters were to he sent.
since Longley charged it is improper for the
university to spend taxpayers' money to
get more money from the taxpayer. Feeling
no other alternative. Bailey okayed the
expenditure. without approval of the
senate.
In defense of her action, Bailey said this
"would show our dedication to spending
our own money for the good of the
university.. we have to face the university,
the governor. and a lot of other people."
When asked what consequences would
arise if the Senate refused to approve the
expenditure. Parlimentarian Carl Pease
said the university could revoke student
government's mailing privileges.
Vice President Mark Hopkins said
Governor Longley is scheduled to address
the senate next Tuesday. The meeting has
been moved to 137 Bennett for greater
space. and will begin at 6:30 p.m. Hopkins
hopes for an orderly meeting, explaining
"he is the governor of Maine. so we should
give him the respect of the office. if we
can't give it to him.”
In other business. the GSS allocated
SI400 to the J. Edward Todd Memorial
Fund, which is to provide scholarship or
work-study aid for UMO students through
the MCA center. The total fund is to be
S6000. half of which has been donated by
Edith A. Todd. widow of the former
teacher and administrator. The entire gift
by his wife is contingent, however, upon
raising an equal amount on campus before
February 28.
Debate centered on the method of
determining who will receive aid, coming
form interest generated by the principal.
The question raised was if being a
"Christian" would enter into the selection.
Lina Dunning. speaking for MCA. said
although actual procedures had not been
determined, she was sure Christianity
would not be a qualification. Another
senator pointed out any additional funds,
no matter what the source, will allow more
aid for all.
During last week's vatation. Sen. Louis
Smith and Carl Pease attended the
National Student Conference against
Racism in Boston. to which the senate
contributed S500. Smith reported the
appropriated funds wasted in his
judgement. for the conference was
disorganized, and failed to deal with the
bi-culturalism existing in Maine
He and Pease urged a conference be held
for Maine. New Hampshire. and Vermont,
to cover the problems which Franco-Amer-
icans face in this region.
Longley to speak here Tuesday night
by Jobe Seen
Goy. James B Longley will be on
campus this Tuesday to speak at a Student
Senate meeting in 137 Bennet Hall.
Longley plans to speak on two subjects: his
proposed budget request for the university
and the possibility of a student member on
the Board of Trustees. He will then take
questions from the floor.
Senate Vice President Mark Hopkins
said the March 4 meeting will not be a
regualr meeting and the entire meeting
will concern Longley.. Tuesday's senate
meeting wili begin at 6:30 p.m. and, as
always, is open to the public, said Hopkins
The governor will arrive on campus just
before the 6:30 meeting. Hopkins plans to
arrange a press conference for Longley
after the meeting.
There will also be 20 to 50 state
legislators at the senate meeting. They will
be touring the campus all day as part of a
Legislators Day arranged by the Student
Senate. Hopkins said the Legislators Day
and the Longley meeting were arranged
independently of each other and it was just
coincidence they fell on the same day.
Hopkins said Longley's visit is
significant because it will be the governor's
first public meeting of a question-and-
answer type since he announced his
controversial budget on Feb. 6.
Longley's coming to UMO was the result
of a series of actions in recent weeks. The
subject first came up in a call from the
governor's office to the Student Senate
concerning the source of the "Longley
dollars" the senate had printed and
circulated before vacation. Toward the end
of the call Hopkins discussed the
possibility of the governor's speaking
UMO sometime after vacation. Senate
President Jeanne Bailey then sent an
official invitation to the governor, asking
him to speak at a senate meeting.
The Tuesday of vacation week (Feb. 18).
Hopkins went to Augusta on senate
business. While he was there he stopped at
the governor's office. Longley was in
Washington at the National Governors
Conference, so Hopkins spoke with
Longley's Administrative Assistant, Dr.
Bruce Poulton. Poulton tentatively set up
the UMO trip and on Wednesday of this
week Longley's office confirmed it.
Hopkins said Longley did not seem
reluctant to come to UMO viewing it as a
chance to clarify his budget. 0
-state legislators opposing passage of a bill.
sponsored by Representative Elmont
Tyndale of Kennebunkport. which would
place the university under the Maine
Department of Educational and Cultural
Services. The resolution states. "The
university is a non-political public service
instituion which benefits all concerned
when not under the auspices of state
ocntrol.''
Speaking for UMOSG. Bailey argues
that implementation of Tyndale's bill.
"would hurt education and the ability of
education to be a non-political public
service institution.
**We would have state control over not
only finances but the educational polic%. I
think that would be wrong. The entire
university could be restructured at the
N him of one man--the Commissioner of
Education.*•
Although it is doubtful the bill will pass.
Bailey warns. "one cannot always predict
what will happen in the legislature.'*
Also discussed at the meeting was a
proposal by the Faculty Liaison Committee
(FLC) which would establish an internship
program on the Board of Trustees. This
program would allow both the FLC and
UMOSG to elect new representatives on
standing committees before their former
representatives' terms expired. Such an
••apprenticeship period" would facilitiate
the final change-over and avoid much of
the initial confusion of new members.
Attention was also given to a proposed
"across the board academic appeals
policy.•• Currently each of the seven
campuses in the university system have
different policies regarding academic
appeals. Under the new proposal. all
campuses w old establish simihar programs
allowing students to protest a grade or
action by a professor.
Although Bailey has not yet received an
agenda for this weekend's meeting at
I'M PG. she is confident that the university
budget will receive much attention.
According to the UMO student president. a
group of students from the Portland-
Gorham campus will present a budget for
the university that they themselyes have
devised. Bailey admits that their
techniques may ha%c been "somewhat
non-professional.'' but she emphasizes.
'This proves students are concerned with
budget cuts and are willing to establish
priorities.''
In addition to the budget. UMOSG
members plan to discuss the proposed
draft for a bill establishing a student
trustee. Currently the proposed bill is in
the state Legislative Research Committee
A nomination will be made to send a
student representative of UMOSG to the
Governor's Advisor Committee. And
Bailey. herself, hopes to. "bring up a
resolution supporting the continuation of
PIRG on the bill."
Bailey admits that the atmosphere at the
past feu UMOSG meetings has been one of
'deep concern.' especially for those
campuses on the outer perimeters. like
Machias and Fort Kent. They're worried
about their future existence.
But no one has given up. No one really
knows what this all means and that's the
problem. We have to start setting
priorities.** stresses Bailey. "and this is
where students have to become very
ins olyed-in establishing these priorities."
Trustees refute charges
•'The Board of Trustees of the
Uniyersitv of Maine would like to
clarify seseral statements made b%
Gosernor Longley in his remarks to
the press on Feb. 14."
Jean Sampson. chairman of the
Unisersit% of Maine Board of
Trustees, said last Tuesday. Feb. IS.
Longle% had stated that the
universitv spent as much as SS00.000
in planning the proposed medical
school and had already begun hiring
faculty for the school. esen though
the legislature had not vet
authorized an', funds for staff
"The unt.ersity has spent
$111.000 of state funds and S4(1.000
in federal funds in medical school
planning." Sampson said "The use
of these state funds for this purpose
was specifically authonzed by the
legislature and Goy errior Curtis." A
bill is pending in the present
legislature to decide if the university
should continue planning the school.
"I would like to request
respectfully that Goy ernor Longley
cease his intemperate attacks on the
leadership of the L.; niyerstty of Maine
and permit us to attend to our
demanding responsibilities as um-
ersity trustees." Sampson conclud-
ed
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UMOSG protests 'power play' by governor
b y Ginny W orthIngton
"We sent a telegram to each of the
board members urging them to disregard
Governor Longley's resignation request.••
In summarizing one of the conclusions
drawn at the University of Maine
Organization of Student Government's
UMOSG) February. meetin, UMO student
president Jeanne Bailey adds. "We don't
feel any governor should have the right or
power to restructure an entire Board of
Trustees of an educational institution."
Student representatives at the monthly
meeting. in Augusta. held amid threats of
budget slashes and demands for- trustee
resignations, devoted most of their time
discussing the crises facing the university.
In addition to sending telegrams of
support to the trustes and the chancellor.
UMOSG issued a statement condemning
Governor James B. Longley's most recent
demand for the resignation of all 14
University Board of the Trustee members.
According to Bailey, members of UMOSG
who heard of Longley's demand only
several hours before their meeting were
"quite surprised" at the request.
"I really didn't think he would do it."
stated Bailey . "1i unfortunatelv looks like a
well-planned power move on the part of the
governor.'•
Hoping to broaden the lines of
communication, UMOSG has invited
LOngley to their next meeting this
weekend in Portland. The governor has
emphasized to UMOSG members that he
wishes to speak only about the philosophy
behind membership on the Board of
Trustees.
In other action at the Feb. 13 meeting.
UMOSG members sent a resolution to all
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Racism conference achieves little
Two UMO student senators who
attended the National Student Conference
Against Racism returned to the university
feeling the conference had little meaning
for Maine.
The conference, to which the General
Student Senate contributed SW, was held
at Boston University February 14-lb. 2009
students from 2- states and the District of
Columbia participated in workshops and
general sessions.
Student senator Louis Smith and senate
parliamentarian Carl Pease represented
UMO
Conference actions focused on the
Boston Segregation problem and how to
deal with it. Proposals passed included a
plan for spring demonstration against
racism and a structural proposal for the
National Student Coalition Against
Racism.
But, "they voted down every concrete
proposal they. had." complained Smith. He
referred to a resolution for an anti-racism
education project defeated by the
conference and a letter writing campaign
Carl Pease
on which no vote was taken after discussion
was interrupted. Both Smith and Pease felt
the conference dealt too much in
abstractions and not enough with what
could actually be done about racism.
More importantly. however. Smith and
Pease believed the conference failed to
deal adequately with the problem of
cultrual racism. According to Smith. Maine
doesn•s show much prejudice or
discrimination against blacks; in fact. until
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going to Boston. Smith said he had
"forgotten how it feels to be black."
Racism in this state is directed toward
Franco-American and Indian minorities.
the senators maintained. However.
recognition of either group's problems was
confined to the phrase "and other
bilingual-bicultural minorities'' which
Pease added to a resolution on bilingual
education that dealt almost exclusively
with the problems of Latinos in major
cities.
Smith, in retrospect. questioned the
wisdon of the $500 senate contribution to
the conference. citing the political
factionalism, abstractness and vaguness of
the plans developed. Two days spent
talking with black inhabitants of Roxbury,
all of whom opposed the busing the
conference demanded. convinced Smith
that the students who organized the
conference and wrote proposals had no
idea whasoever of the realities of the
Boston situation.
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British director Anderson
to speak and show films
By Bill Gordon
A very special event is happening this
Monday at UMO. and whether you're a
film buff or not, the appearance of British
film and theatre director Lindsay Anderson
promises to be a fascinating experience for
anyone.
Lindsay Anderson: Speaking With His
Films is the main event Monday evening at
8 in 13 Bennett Hall. where this
influential and important director will be
presenting two of his shorts films, as well
as a couple of clips from his features This
Sporting Life, If 0 Lucky Man!, and the
new In Celebration from the American
Film Theatre Series. Mr. Anderson will
also attend an informal meeting wtih the
Film Society and the general public at 3:3C
p.m. in the Bangor Room. Memorial
Union. Both appearances are open to the
public without charge. and they are being
presented by the newly-formed UMO Film
Society under sponsorship of the
Distinguesed Lecture Series and the
Memorial Union Activities Board.
Shortly after World War II. Lindsas
Anderson received what he describes as
his "first real creative shock in the
cinema" when he say Joh Ford's My
Darling Clementine. While attending
Oxford. he contributed to and then
co-edited the short-lised hut prestigious
Sequence magazine. It felled in 1952. but it
left behind some remarkable pieces Lis its
contributors, such as Anderson's "Angles
of Approach.•• wherein he wrote that "Tht
first duts of the artist is not to interpret.
nor to propagandize. hut to create. And t(
appreciate that a genuinely creatise work
KEGS-ICE-COLD WINES
[Reasonable Prices;
at
WADLEIGH'S
STORE
Open 8:30-11 30 Mon.-Thurs.
'till Midnight Fri.. Sat.
closes 10 p.m. Sun.
Stillwater Ave . Old Town 827-5504
• •
of art involves the willingness to jettison
our own prejudices and viewpoints. and
accept those of the artists."
Thus Anderson at first was known for his
criticism, although in 194- he began
making a series of industrial films under
private commission. He appeared as
producer and actor in underground
film-maker James Broughton•s last film.
the short The Pleasure Garden. His was
the role of a dissolute and intent sculptot
v. hollly obsessed by his work. "Art is a
hard mistress." the sculptor proclaims.
"Art is real. Can I eser make anything I
realls fell? A work of art has got to be
alise!'•
In 1953. Anderson made the highly•
praised Thursday's Children. which
concerned a school for deaf children. His
first feature was released in 1%3, the
posserful drama of a brutal but sensitve
rugby player. The Sporting Life with
Richard Harris and Rachel Roberts. The
film was based upon a novel by David
Stores, with whom Anderson has since
orked closely. Storey's play in
Celebration was first directed by Anderson
in London. where Anderson is an associate
director of the Royal Court Theatre.
Anderson then followed with his best
feature to date. the 19hts film If... which
concerned the making of a revolutionary in
a neuroticalls traditional British boarding
school. Anderson introduced to the film
world in IF... a young man who has since
become one of the most popular actors
today—Malcolm McDowell.
• 
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David Wood lkftl. Richard Warwick [center) and Malcolm
McDowell were the three liming men on the road to revolution
in Lindsay Anderson's IWO film masterpiece. The film
blended lantass and surrealism a.% it explored the dreams and
illusions of the repressed boys in an English boarding school.
After making a few more features, most
importantls Kubrick.% A Clockwork
Orange, McDowell again teamed with
Anderson in 1973 for the amibitious epic 0
Lucky Man!, which oncerned the
adventures of a young man in a
contemporars' socieity that has gone
slightly heserk. Running over three hours.
ithe print shown here last month had
unfortunately been cut 20 or so minutes hs
the distributor), it is a noteworths
testament to its director's excellence that
the film was continually engrossing and
didn't bore for a second.
After directing Storey's In Celebration in
1%9. Andersion filmed it last sear w ith the
original cast for the American Film
Theatre.
Anderson has made only four features.
which isn't sets many for someone who has
held a prominent and respected position in
films for over two decades. This is due in
part to his extensive work in the theatre.
and also to the fact that Lindsay Anderson
is too excellent and demanding a director
to be able to work with the general run of
reuse claptrap. Not one of his films has ever
received had notices. Thes base all been
important contributions to the film medium
by one of its foremost proponents. One can
only hope that there will be mans more.
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Think about it . •
(and save Me.)
In meetings Jan. 9 and 16, Go' James b. Longiey gave
university officials a $619,493 starting figure" -for Vfirailata,th
proposed "Part 1"
The Super-U's (incl
for a $5.1 million
budget increase for h
ali seven campuses) r
When these f iguretViefe: Made pubic Jar 29, many
people were outrageallit.th1411WeitY offitlals
that they didn't kno id live with
cent increase in th
that day, the' govereilX!.4.kit, -
denied the $619 .4. re cited by UniversitY officio*
He said that MS recommendation for the univorsitY
budget would be "substantially higher" than that.
Then, in his budget message to a point session a! the
legislature on Feb.6, Langley presented his actual state
budget recommendation for the coming two years. In the
address, the goverrlor claimed that he was asking the
university to live with only a "continuation of the present
level of funding" wit- a total of $70.1 million in state
funding for the next two years.
University officials were quick to point out, however,
the univesaty's request for the next two years is for
. s 
.1ttion, ;IrseAtist Longley's r mendat ion falls $4.7
• IT°.`f enting a . uation of thtcurrent
WV" 9:kte• -
••• •
UM f74-73 Budget
Deemer be deems
Decrease In per omit
This year's university budget includes $37.4 million in
state funding. The orernor's proposal calls for only
$36.9 million for next year, and even less--$33.2
million--for the year after.
The discrepancy between Longley's figures and the
university's figures occured because the governor failed
to include some items in his proposal, including two
pieces of emergency legislation that wanted the
university additional funds for buying heat Thg oil when
the price rose so dramatically last year.
In addition, the governor based his recommendation
on the average of the last two years' budgets. rather than
the current operating budget. This lowered his figure
because the 1973-74 budget was some $3 1/2 million less
than 1974-75, becitoe of a growth of 500 students
system-wide, espanded in programs, and class pay
raises.
But all is not lost yet. The legislature has not yet acted
on the university's budget. and with a strong, concerted
support effort, we may be able to restore a good portion of
the university's budget in the legislature.
We urge all University of Maine students to ponder,
reflect, and discuss the governor's budget reccommencla-
tion and its imnfications over the coming weeks. If you
197S-76
1142,364.274
1136.910,00
1135,4141,341
19/6-7/ 19/3-77
47,469,663 99,044,957
• 13,110,011 19,12443e
3'7iae,34. 74.121,690
1500,400 4,191,042 
.1,69i 042
1 3 13 '
_
The implications of the governor's budget
recommendation for the university are devastating. if the
legislature adopts Longley's proposals without change,
there will be an actual 6.3 per cent decrease in state
funding os the university in the next two years--and
needless to say, inflation will no doubt turn that decrease
into a much larger one.
At their meeting Wednesday, the trustees assured us
they have no plans for a tuition increase even if the
governor's budget recommendation becomes law. But, in
order to cut back enough to meet such a budget, the
trustees would be considering actions such as reductions
in studegt services, research and public services:
academic offerings and administrative and support
services. There would probably not be any merit or
cost-of-living pay raises for any university employees.
ha)* stronefeelings about the state's responsibility to
fund its university, we strongly recommend that you write
your legislators and let them know how you feel. (On
Tuesday. an ad will appear in the Campus listing all
Maine's senators and representatives—in case you didn't
know who yolks are.)
THESE FIGURES DESERVE EXPLANATION.
tudents interested in asking Gov. Longley for an explanation
uld attend the General Student Senate meeting Tuesday, March 4,
6:30 p.m. in 137 Bennett. The governor will address the meeting.
II seats first-come first-serve...
-
Think about it
(f+ave /11e.)
PAID FOR BY THE UMO GSS AND MAINE CAMPUS -7.- TWO
INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATIONS SERVING STUDENTS AND
FINANCED ENTIRELY WITHOUT STAR FUNDS.
•
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Maine's tenderfoot Congressman Erne]
learning the ways of the Hill
by Jeff W. Beebe
Maine Campos Wasbingtee Berme
WASHINGTON — The first session of the
94th Congress has been meeting for almost
seven weeks. (except for a ten-day vacation
last month.) and Maine's newest Congress-
man Republican David Farnham Emery of
Rockland, is still in the process of getting to
know the Hill.
Last Friday he spoke with me in his office
before flying back to Maine for a weekend in
Waldo county. Emery. like his colleague from
Maine's second distgrict. Bill Cohen. spends
most of his weekends in his district, listening
to and answering the constituents tillt elected
him by a small margin oser incumbent Peter
kyros last November.
He comes to Washington fresh off two
fast-pace stints in the Maine House of
Representatives. He was elected to the 10th
Legislature in 19-'0 after returning from the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute with a degree
in electrical engineerng. In the 10t)th. Emery
was chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee.
With a pure Yankee accent that is
unmistakeable coastal Down East. Emery
makes it clear that he plans to get some
serious work done in the Congress. He
mentions a few impressions of the new
Congress. describes an energy plan he is
proposing. and puts in a plug for his faYorite
alternative energy. source in the interview that
witow5.
Above all, he makes it clear that he is still
really the Same Day id Emery. only with bigger
and better things ahead. Being in
Washington. he sass." doesn•t change my
attitudes. it doesn't change my beliefs or my
ideas, but it broadens my outlook...
''F•rrst of all. what do you find to be most
impressive down here in the file of
Congressman?..
EMERY: "Well. I don't know as I find too
much I would classify as impressiye. It's
ob.iously impressise to be in Washington it's
impressi‘e to meet with Congressmen and
Senators you read about in Inc rfew %papers.
But one thing that impresses me more than
anything else in the tremendous workload that
has alread% deyeloped.
•1 base any w here from 100 to ISO letters a
(lac that come into the office, and many of
them are from people back home that are
concerned about a bill that's coming up. or
concerned about the energy crisis. or
concerned about the cost of living, ordinary
everdaY problems Most people that write. I
find. are %cry concerned. they base some
suggestions once in a while, but they basically:
want to let their Congressman know they
expect action.
"One thing lye noticed is that there
doesn't seem to be an% real direction in
Congress so far, and that's quite disturbing.
Many committees aren't organired yet, at
least functionally organired. I'm on two
committees, science and technology, and
merchant marine and fisheries, and I'm on
three subcommittees of each one. It's %et.y.
difficult to attend subcommittee meetings and
be present all the time, because often two or
three will be meeting at once. so I have to pick
and choose.-
..Do yOU frel you lose out on anything by
sending staff members to other subcomotee
meetings in your stead?"
EMERY: "Well. I haveri't lost anyting Yet,
because there hasn't been anything of any
great significance discussed in either
committee. We're still in the organiting
stages.'•
Well then. is this one of the miimr
shortcomings of the Congress. this lack of
direction?..
EMERY: "Yes. I would say so. I'm a little
disturbed that other Congressmen haven't
come out w oh meaningful alternatives to the
president's energy proposal. Everyone is in a
hum% to yote against a proposal, but as the
president pointed out one day. mayibe his
proposal isn't the best thing that anyone can
come up with. but he's yet to see anything
from most of his critics. You know . this is true,
this is yery true. it's appalling. There seems to
he %cry little incentive. %cry little impetus on
the part of most Congressmen and Senator% to
produce legislation.••
The word is out, however. through .41
Illnian and the Ways and Means Committee.
that Congress is going to get to work and come
up with a plan.
EMER1 "I hope so. l'‘e got one myself
Eye been working on which I hope to release
in a week or so. I hope Congressman Ullman is
right. Certainls his committee is one of those
hich in years past has bottled up a great deal
of important legislation. But I think with a
change in direction, indicated hi his selection
as chairman, and the profiles of members on
the committee this year, it has a real
opportunity to make some changes in tax
reform legislation and health care and other
areas within its jurisdiction."
"What does your energy plan involve' -
EMERY: "As I foresee it. basically.. I want
to set a dollar quota on oil imports rather than
a Yolume quota. and this would force the oil
NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH IN
THE FALL 1975
OR SPRING 1976 SEMESTERS
Applications will be available on Monday. March3. for all students planning to student teach in
the Fall 1975 or the Spring 1976 Semesters. You
may pick them up at the Information Desk
anytime Monday
-Friday. 8:00 am - 5:00 pm. Thedeadline for returning these applications isMonday. March 31. If you have any questions,
please come to the Student Teaching Office, 135Shibles Hall
companies to purchase oil as economically as
possible from foreign sources within that
limitation.
"This would also be coupled ‘A ith an
internal allocation system that would equally
distribute as ailable petroleum. either
domestic or foreign. throughout the country
uniformly depending on consumption.-
.. Vain(' has been heralded somewhat as
kind in a leader in alternative energy sources.
with the progress We re making in the
methanol field. Do you think the state may be
moving toward sell-sufficiency and ma%
perhaps lead the country in finding alternative
energy sources
EMERY: "I certainly think Maine can lead
the country as far as producing alternatiYe
energy sources. hut is het her it can become
self-suffittent. as the phrase goes. I don't
know . I'm very interested in seYeral energy
proposals that hay e been mentioned for
Maine. and I'm very interested in methanol. I
think we can set up methanol plants and
produce a great quantity of methanol. but I
don't think we can become completely
self-sufficient. because we're still going to
rely enough on fuel oil and gasoline to some
extent !Soy% if we can successfully deselop a
methanol program, at least as a mixer, to
mix is ith gasoline. we certainly' are going to
ayoui the long gas lines and sesere shortages
IllaN well face.
-Now as far as heating is corkerned. home
heating. I happen to be sets much in faYor of
solar energy- and I feel if we're smart enough
to deyelop solar energy technology, which my
committee is in the process of encouraging.
we may yery well he able to use Maine as a
model. to establish some modern houses,
maYbe refurnish and redesign some existing
houses for solar energy. I know as an engineer
if you know a bit about thermodynamics. and a
little hit about plumbing and lime some home
handyman skills, it's not out ‘If the question to
install a unit yourself if you know is hat sou 're
doing. SO IA hen oil people tell you that solar
energy is SO years away. they're crazy. It
could be as much as fiye years away with the
proper mcenfiye from Congress and priy ate
industrY
• What about the trade" offbetween
energy and the environment are we going to
sutler in that area in Maine'
EMERY: "I don't think so. because I don't
think it's necessary, I never base felt it was
necessary . The primary example is the
automobile. You know . there is a lot of talk
about reducing auto emission standards so we
can conserve gasoline. Off hand that would
C011.wer%e a littic Ctaci01111C. but
that auto emissions are better c
engine where they originate rat
tailpipe where all vou can do is
throw 'em awaY. It's absolu
siontmually construct automobi
get II and 12 miles per gallon
and technology in Detroit could
standard sue American type a
could easily get .10 miles per
"1 his is the idd SN ndromi
suffering from in this count'
time---'make it higi4er. and dor
make it better.' I he oil comp
automobile manufacturers for
less ignored the environmental
the consenation problem becai
were faced with it Gasoline
considered a loss profit by pi
petroleum industry "
'Do .you tee! the press'
lobbies?''
EMERY: ''Absolutely nu
absolutely no pressure. I know-
% ho have worked for the oil
Maine and I base a great deal
se% eral of them But the% alsc
yote. which has h.. 'nbacked u
Years in the state oslature an(
here.•'
When it ,rneA to /e'gi.sla
in the House or Representatives.
up against any blfM As. or forces.
or partisan polio, •
EMERY. earl
determtne. heiausa the only hi
up against hayercalivbeen non-
though we y ,,r) the presid
proposal. an cyan: ilation of the y
that nearlY a thud of the
including ms Wit %,.ted against
of the Democrats yailed for it.
really a party isst it V. a% an is
regional c an. ern. I he !sio
opposed to it. ar.1 being a
Congressman. l'rn opposed te
obvious econonut —asons.
We voted on CI President'
save Sib,SO million ‘c increasing
food stamps by SEI on the aYei
soled against that hecause I I
that''. a proper way !•) economire
arc haying a difficult time f
lamiis . There again, that wasn
issue because a great many kept
against the President. Most issui
against so far have been
philosoph% and reoonal concern
partisan pick's.
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conserve a little gasoline. but the problem is
that auto emissions are better controlled in the
engine w here the% originate rather than at the
tailpipe where all vou can do is catch 'em and
throw 'eni aNa% It•s absolutely foolish to
,ontinually construct automobile engines that
get II and 12 miles per gallon when redesign
and technology in Detroit could manufacture a
standard sin American type automobile that
could easily get 10 miles per gallon.
" this is the old ssndrome we've been
suffering from in this country for a long
time—'make it bigger, and don't necessarilly
make it better.' I he oil companies and the
automobile manufacturers for years more or
less ignored the environmental problem and
the consenation problem because they never
were faced with it. Gasoline for years was
considered a low profit h% product of the
petroleum industry "
"Do you tecl the pressure of the oil
lobbies?'
EMERY: "Absolutel% none. I feel
absolutely no pre..ure. I know some people
who have worked for the oil industries in
Maine and I has .1 great deal of respect for
%est-rat of them Bat the% also know how I
%ow. w Inch has been hacked up b% my four
years in the state R 4islature and ms attitudes
here.''
• 'When it "int' ff. iegiSlalifin. working
in the House of Representatives, have you run
up against any. Hoe As, or tierces, like coalitions
pfthfli •
EMERY: "Ws .1 little earls for me to
determtne. ties au., the onl% bills we'se run
up against has re.myheen non-partisan. Even
though we %kited the president's energy
proposal, an tA.1:7 .:•ation of the %me will show
that nearly a 01A of the Republicans.
including msselt ..ted against it. and some
of the Democrats ,oted for It. So it wasn't
reall% a parts issue it was an issue based on
regional t omen,. The Northeast was
opposed to it. ana being a Northeastern
Congressman. l't! opposed to it, for the
obvious (-commit, —ason•
"We voted on r: President's proposal to
sase S650 milho- increasing the price of
food stamps b.. S14 on the aserage, and we
silted against hecause I don't beliese
that's a proper .t • econiimire when people
are has ing a ,!:r!, ult time feeding their
famils. -there • that wasn't a partisan
issue because a gr, mans Republicans voted
against the Preside:.r. Most issues l'se run up
against so far ia%-t: been decided on
philosoph% and regional concerns rather than
partisan policis.
Rep. /arid Emery
"Now there are two or three things that
concern me %et.% much. You hase heard much
discussion of the reform-minded young
Democrats ss ho threw out some of the
committee chairmen—now I find this
sonless hat amusing because many of the
things the% •re talking about the Republicans
hase been doing for Wars. For example, the
seniority system. I guess it was four or fite
sears ago the Republican conference agreed
to vote on all ranking Republicans. And if the
Republicans should eser control Congress,
the% would also have to vote as a matter of
course on all committee chairmen, and
subcommittee chairmen. In fact rye
oarticinated in one election in a subcommittee
of Merchant Marine and Fisheries this year.
Iwo Republicans were running against each
other for the position of ranking member, and
we had a vote. Didn't reach the newspapers,
but we did.••
Amman
. • • . naraktetal
.r, A most unusual
tat*, wad %trepan Irma.
is wool km, s isdun natural
aptalvd 1.2500D ti Pr lora
44, tw4 owilegspll and can tr
...45 iipare.1
NO ullitNICKS
SATISFACTION UlARANTLED Olt
WONEI REFUNLED
What about legislation—
can a freshman like yourself be effective in the
way of influencing and introducing legislation,
or are your pretty much relegated to the
sidelines?'
EMERY: "No, I think freshmen can be
effective. It is the same situation that 1 faced
in the state legislature. and I was in the state
legislature at the tender age of 22. It depends
pretty much on a man's own initiative. If he
wants to be active and he wants to make an
impact. he'll have an opportunitv to do so
And the committee chairmen I'm working
under have told me this, that I'll have an
opportunity to do just as much as I feel that I
can do. Now time will tell. if I come up with
what I think is a reasonable proposal, and it's
defeated and I feel it's defeated not on logic
but on partisanship, I'm going to be pretty
Upset . ••
'But that's not necessarily going to mean
it's because I'm a freshman or because I'm
only 2h. I found at the state level I was able to
make quite an impact.••
• "What s it like to switch from
representing a coastal community 111 the state
legislature to coming down here and
representing them .federally?..
EMERY: "Well, it's quite a switch.
because there are a lot of interests, a lot of
concerns that I have to be attuned to. that I
didn't have to represent before. 1 represented
fishing interests before, and the fishing
industrY', and farming. and retail merchants
basically. Now Fee got to be concerned with
Bath Iron Works and Kittery Naval Shipyard.
hea% y manufacturing and urban problems
which I didn't face in Rockland Really, it
idoesn t cnange my attitudes, it doesn't
change my beliefs or my ideas, but it broadens
me outlook, makes me consider factors that I
didn't hase to consider before."
"/ see. Well, this year, what issues
besides energy and the economy will relate
most heavily to Maine? For example. how
'bout the 200 mile lines:"'
EMERY: "That's obviously one. I think.
Well, my mail is definately reflecting that
energy and the economy are the two big
problems and they're so inextricably
combined Im not sure that you can talk about
them separately. 200-mile limit of course a
serv important issue, and health care is an
issue too. I think a great many people are
interested in some sort of a national health
insurance program. But realistically, and I'm
sure the Wass and Means Committee would
agree. the chances of passing a
comprehensive health msqrance program are
WE'VE GOT IP'
BECOME OUR CAMPUS REP.
—NO QUOTAS, NO HEAVY
SELLING. JUST A FEW
SALES WILL MAKE YOU ALL
THE MONEY YOU NEED.
Buy yourselt a brand new SHEARl1NG
COAT AT 40% below regular price Not
only are you saving money on a great
buy, but this coal also becomes your
SAMPLE Sell what you can tor as much
55$ as you want to make You will re
ceive a complete selling kit plus swatches
with your order Just send 5150 00 (reg
price $25000) — MONEY ORDER ONLY
— aiong with your name, address. zip
.w end rvi! safe* 46) t.o JOCKEY
HOCLOW SHEEPSKIN AND TANNING
COMPANY. P0 BOX 565, DEPT 16
PAAPL EY/000. N.1. 07040
ctipcnerit
going to be quite nil, until we can straighten
out Inc economy and reverse our severe
budget deficit."
"What are the real chances, du you
think, of reversing the. recession and pulling
out of the deficit? Are. you optimistic?
EMERY: "Oh. I can't say that I'm
optimistic and I can't sa that I'm pessimistic.
I don't think I can really make a comment on
that until I can see what the Congress ,s
inclined to do. It'll depend."
"I don't like the President's S52 million
budget deficit, especially when administration
sources quietly say it may run as much as $75
million. At the same time I know darn well
that many members of Congress are going to
be more interested in funding programs at a
higher lesel than they are in saving money.
And it's my opinion that we aren't going to
reserse the trends in the economy until we can
find a way to cut out some of the unneccessary
spending, whether it's foriegn aid, or military
assistance. or a military program here in rhia
country or just plain unneccessary bureau-
cracy, some of which exists right here in this
building. You know, it's not a very easy thing
to do.''
The building Emery speaks of is the Cannon
House Office Building. the oldest of three.
While he speaks of unnecessary bureaucracy.
and while others on the Hill take aim on
defense spending. there is a widels -supported
mose on in the House to purchase an old FRI
fingerprint warehouse to provide more office
space for House committee staffs.
Emery's office is on the fourth floor.
number 425, a clean, almost completely
undecorated office with none of the framed
hills and signature pens that hang on the walls
of more senior members, none of the
glass-doored cabinets containing mementos of
past presidents and junkets.
His light blue inner office walls have only a
mirror and the weil-known state Department
of Transportation high% a% map of his home
state.
Emery carries his tall frame lightl% through
the rooms, discussing some work with his
Administratise Aide, checking on some
research and some writing, checking on the
work of a L'MO intern, checking on the
progress of a faltering cassette-dm en
high-speed typewriter for producing form
letters.
Back in the reception foyer, where he greets
most visitors, a display- rack leaning against a
young lath's desk holds the full set of
pamphlets advertising "Me. •
16 cu. ft. No Frost Refrigerator-
Freezer
Ice Compartment
with Jet Freeze
•Sub-zero air blows over trays for fast
freezing'
,Freezer holds up to 147 lbs
.Four cabinet shelves, one slides out
•Twin vegetable bins hold 2/3 bushel
•Only 301 . inches wide. 64 inches high
$330
Regular '449.95
You Always Do Better At Days
Expert Watch Repair
22 North Main Street Old Town
Pep Ten Maine Campus February a. 1•75
Gallo boycott gaining support
Would you bvocott Gallo Wines if asked
to do so? The choice may be yours is a
nation-wide controversy involving the
United Farmworkers of America tUFWA)
and the F-.4:5.:J Gallo • Winery, the world's
largest vs inemaker, gains student interest
in the state of Maine.
The disagreement stems from this: the
Gallo Winery signed their workers to the
Teamsters Union after the UFWA contract
expered on April 18. 1973. Gallo signed the
Teamsters pact while negotiations were
still taking place with the UFWA. The
UFWA, led by Cesar Chavez, charged this
violated the farmworkers right at
attempting to better their working and
living conditions through unionization. The
UFWA believes the farmworkers' exist-
ence has been and continues to be
characterized by poverty. insecurity.
injury, and illness.
According to Peter Simon. former
president of the Student Association of
Maine iSAM). the Teamsters Union
contract enables Gallo to bring in cheap
labor. usually illegal aliens, to work
because none of the farmworkers
supporting the UFWA will work under the
Teamsters contract.
Gallo feels differently. According to
James V. Chatfield. mamager of the New
England Division of the Gallo Winery.
workers with 12-1" years experience
signed a petition openly objecting to the
UFWA contract. He said that the
Teamsters contract gives farmworkers
higher wages in addition to unemployment
insurance. Chatfield labeled Simon's
explanation as "ridiculous."
"We've been checked by the
government and we have had no illegal
aliens working in the fields." Chatfield
said.
Chatfield said the farmworkers' living
and working conditions are good and that
much of what has been said against the
Gallo Winery has been "misrepresented.••
For instance, he said. the National Student
Committee for Farmworkers has stated
that since the boycott was initiated. Gallo
denies this.
"It's just the contrary said Chatfield.
"nationally our sales are up. And in
Maine. they are at a record high."
Gallo says inc only teason Chavez has
led the boycott is because he could not
gather enough support against Gallo with
the farmworkers. But the UFWA
supporters say most of the farmworkers
support Chavez's cause.
UFWA supporters are asking for schools
and churches to join the boycott of Gallo
Wines. non-UFWA iceberg lettuce, and
non-UFWA grapes.
Student support is being led by the
National Student Committee for Farm -
workers. an organization set up by the
National Student Association Congress.
Since Gallo Wines are popular with college
age people. they are asking for free
advertising in college newspapers,
including the Mame Campus. hoping to
generate student involvement in their
cause. Allison Briggs, President of Briggs
Inc., in Bangor, the local distributors for
Gallo Wines. said Gallo has been checking
with him to see if any student involsement
in the controsersy has been generated in
the Bangor area.
"I've been to the University of Maine on
several occasions." said Briggs. "hut I
haven't seen any activity relative to the
UFWA in the Bangor area."
However, efforts to support the UFWA
in Maine are being planned by SAM.
according to Simon. though nothing has
actively been done yet.
At UMO. Student Senate Vice-President
Mark Hopkins said he hopes to generate
support for the UFWA in the near future.
Pulp plans
Plans for the pulp Technology program
to be offered at the loth annual Pulp and
Paper Summer Institute at UMO, June
O-13, have been announced by Dr. Edward
G. Bobalek. chairman of the chemical
engineering department. Eight industry
representatives and three teachers will be
speakers during the intensive seven-day
program. Included in the pulp session will
he discussions of the papermaking process.
pulpwood harvesting. pulping. bleaching.
printing and process control. The Institute
is sponsored by the chemical engineering
department and the UMO Pulp and Paper
Foundation.
Roam around
Europe all summer
for $180.
A Student-Railpass gives you two months of uniimited Second Class re
travel through 13 European countries
Buy one, we'll give you a map, and where you go next is your Ow n
business
All well say is that European trains are a sensational way to
get there, be it Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy. Luxembourg. Norway. Portugal, Spain, Sweden or
Switzerland
100.000 miles of track link cities, towns and historic, scenic
and social attractions Our trains are fast, modern, convenient clean
and comfortable
And you'll discover there's very little second class about
Second Class You can sleep in a couchette for only $6 00 a night And
if you want to eat on a budget. inexpensive snacks are often available.
You can even take a cruise on the Rhine, if you like Eurailpass
is valid on many European ferries, river and lake steamers and hydro-
foils. It also offers you substantially reduced fares on many side
excursions you might want to take by motor coach
And how's this for travel convenience/ Many rail stations
.offer bikes for rental, and it's possible to pick up a bike at
one station and drop it off at another
All you need to qualify is to be a full-time student
under 26 There's just one catch You must buy your
Student-Railpass here before you take off. They're
not for sale in Europe.
If you have less time to travel,
or want to travel First Class consider
Eurailpass A two-week pass costs
$130 Three-week pass costs $160
One month, $200 Two months. $270.
Three months, $330
Don't wait. It could be the
trip of your life See your Travel Agent or
clip the coupon and we'll send you
all the facts.
Prices Suby4PC1 TO C1 an11.
Eurasipass Box 90
Dept 192-2056,
Bohemia. New York
11716
Please send me your free
D Student-Rai ipass folder
Eurailpass folder
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Trustees to meet with educational committee
by Red Frandus
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees passed a resolution Wednesday
expressing a desire to meet with the Joint
Legislati% e Committee on Education.
Senator Bennet D. Katz, the legislative
committee chairman, said he was delighted
with the resolution and added the
committee will meet with the trustees at
their earliest possible con% enience."
The proposed meeting was triggered by
the education committee's "Report on a
Study of the University of Maine Since
Consolodation.••
Sally Holm, director of university
relations in the chancellor's office, said
Acting-Chancellor Stanley L. Freeman
thinks the report is supportive of the
university. but that he wouldn't be willing
to comment beyond that.
Katz commented the report "shows
legislative support for the university. and
support for the economic base of the
university.''
The report strongly supports the
uniyersity's autonomy • and states,
"legislative design, rather than by
accident of birth, the university acts with
virtual independence in its development of
policies and programs.••
MERLE NORMAN
COSMETICS
34 Main Street
947-4006
- Call for your free
make-up demonstration'
Also mentioned in the report is the
legislature's repeated rejection of the
concept of the line budget (enumeration of
each individual expenditure) though Maine
taxpayers provide nearly 70% of the
university's budget.
The report continues "The committee
believes that the legislature has shown and
should continued to show great restraints
in its relationship with the university."
Katz agrees. stating "The report is a
strong affirmaiton of the separation of the
university from state government.-
The report gives the individual
campuses good marks on retaining their
individuality, but criticizes the difficulty of
transferring courses and credits within the
university system.
It also points out, -The needs of
students to move freely throughout the
university as their academic and vocational
goals change, however, far outweighs any
mere inconvenient modifications in faculty
practices." It continues "The committee
believes that a continued lack of progress
in transferability of credits may seriously
jeopardize the legitimate concept of limited
campus independence."
SMOKING CLINIC
starts
March 3
in
Mon-Wed 11:00
Thurs. 3:00
Student Health Center
Wanted:
Business Manager
for the
Maine
Campus
A Salaried Position
Applications available
in 101 Lord Hall.
Deadline is March 10, 1975.
and Cultural Services and the Chancellor.
The committee said a postsecondary
education commission would increase the
coordination and sharing of available
resources. •
The need for increased flexibility in
programming and scheduling was brought
up in the report. "Presently, for example,
the timing of the winter holidays
guarantees students will be unable to
earn needed dollars before Christmas. A
minor adjustment in calendar providing for
an earlier vacation period would benefit
large numbers of students.''
Faculty salaries were found to be low,
but questions of whether working hours are
long enough, faculty committment strong
enough and whether student needs are
being met were raised. The report pointed
out that nationally such questions are best
solved by the trustees, not the legislature.
The report suggests the Joint Legislative
Committee on Education join the
Committee on Appropriations and Finan-
cial Affairs in considering the university
budget.
Education committee members have
said there should be more cooperation
between the university and the legislature.
but cautions the relationship should be
carefully considered.
Katz said "he was not very favorably
impressed with the student leadership at
Orono."
He said one of the uniyersity's greatest
needs is a comprehensive student
assistance program. but when he was on
campus seeking support for a bill he via\
sponsoring the student government was
more concerned with parking problems.
PAUL'S PIZZA HOUSE
12 Mill Street
Orono. Maine
Tel. 866-4471 Tel, 866-4138
FREE DELIVERY TO CAMPUS
PIZZA & HOT OVEN GRINDERS
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
WEDGE OF PIZZA & BEER ON TAP
-Remember the name, you'll never forget the taste.
Katz said the individual campuses will
prosper "If it identifies with its area
needs." and cites the Augusta campus as
growing to the third largest campus
because it is assuming a vital leadership.
University growth. particularly at UMO,
is a matter of concern in the report. It cites
a Carnegie Commission report which
expects college enrollments to level off and
decrease after 1983, leaving empty or
poorly utilized physical facilities.
UMO's expansion is opposed because of
the resulting decrease in quality. "At
Orono, parochial concerns replaced the
broader approaches articulated at the
smaller campuses. The number of campus
police seemed more pressing than the
quality of the liberal arts or engineering
programs. Similarly, the student complaint
of impersonality. of being merely a number
and of lacking a relationship even with an
advisor or counselor was unique to
Orono." the report said.
Katz emphasized "I feel the future of the
university is not in expansion at Orono."
He pointed out the Orono campus has been
expanded several times to better serve the
students, and later the student body was
enlarged to better utilize the increased
physical plant.
The report recommends the establish-
ment of the recently vetoed permanent
postsecondary education commission.
The committee found strong competion
for limited funds between all levels of
education and a lack of cooperation
between the Commissioner of Educational
MEN!
-WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
required Excellent pay Worldwide
travel Perfect summer job or
career Send $3.00 for intormation
SEAFAX. Dept.I-2 P0 Box 2049,
Port Angeles. Washington 9836Z 
.P111,111 •
PIZZA 10"
Plain
Onion 1.20
Pepper 1.30
Pepper-Onion 1 . 40
Mushroom f:PgSalami
Sausage 1.55
Pepperoni 1.55
Hamburg 
i : ttAnchovies
Pastrami
Ham
iBacon
Two-way comb. 1.75
Three-way comb. 2.00
House Special 2.25
SPAGHETTI
With Sauce
With Meat Ball
With Sausage
$1.50
1.75
1.75
Extra Cheese 35$1
Extra Meat 30e
GRINDERS
Lge 1 2
Salami $1.40 .85
Meatless 1.30 .80
Genova Salami 1.50 .90
Meat Ball 1.50 .90
Sausage 1.50 .90
Tuna Fish 1.65 1.00
Ham 1.50 .90
Italian 1.50 .90
Roast Beef 1.95 1.15
Pastrami 1.95 1.15
Ham & Egg 1.65 1.00
Pepper le Egg 1.65 1.00
''SPECIAL-•
EVERY 20th PIZZA OVER-THE
-COUNTER-- FREE!!
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EDITORIAL
Considering the new trustee
We are very pleased that exiv. Longley has
accepted the senate's invitation to address their
meeitng Tuesday night. It there's one thing
UMO students do deserve land it's free), it's an
explaination. Of course, we won't take any bets
on whether or not we'll get a full one.
Nevertheless, we've been wanting to ask the
governor for a long time what happened between
the time of his "substantially higher- than a
$619.000 increase statement and the time he
released his actual budget proposals.
Somewhere along the line, the university lost
several million dollars' worth of recommendation
but it has never been explained how the decision
was arrived at. It certainly did not involve the
consultation of any university officials that we
know of.
Admittedly, we have devoted a lot of space to -
this budget hassle, but we sincerely believe it is
an issue of life and death for the University of
Maine as we know it. The governor has launched
what we see as a recognizable campaign to
reorder the priorities of public post-secondary
education in the state and politcize the control of
the university.
Luckily (more than anything else), the
governor has not and will not succeed in
politicizing the university. His bid to replace the
entire Board of Trustees of the university.
probably the most irresponsible move he's made
yet, failed miserably mainly because he has no
power to fire the trustees.
Thus, with the refusal of the trustees to resign.
Longley's "Governor's Advisory Committee on
the University- is relegated to a huge panel of
noted dignitaries that will do nothing but help
come up with new trustees as the positions open
up. This is just what some members of that
committee had told us from the start.
As it happened, the governor at least had one
trustee seat in his pocket just in case the trustees
as a whole didn't act "in the best interests of the
state'. and resign. This assured him of having
something for the advisory panel to do.
The choice of former UMO President
Winthrop C. Libby to replace Steve Hughes on
the trustees is a good one--at least from Orono's
vantage point. But some people both in and
outside the system have theorized that the
governor is trying to foster an Orono-Super-U
split, in hopes of fanning the fires of the rivalry
between Orono and the other campuses. The
purpose of this, as the theory goes, would be to
ignite a Super-U power struggle inwhich,
inevitabley, Orono would win, and the smaller
campuses would suffer cutbacks ('as was
proposed in Longley 's Maine Management and
Cost Survey).
It would be both selfish and ignorant of us as
Orono students to support or even be happy to
benefit from such a game plan, if it exists. We
maintain that the policy decisions made for the
university must always be made by the
university's independant, non-political lay
trustees-and never by a governor or anyone else
with political motivations. Even if we supported
the governors earlier plans to more or less call off
a few of the smaller campuses (which we don't) it
is not for him to decide.
But at any rate. Win Libby is and excellent
man, and although he certainly isn't the student
:rustee that his predecessor was, we are sure he
will make a fine trustee.
Libby's appointment reminds us of the funny
relationships that have occured between the
governor and university people of late. It seems
Ather Longley will strongly scold them, or he'll
hire them.
It's a classic love-hate relationship that the
zovernor's from ing with the university-and it
,hould make his budget talk with the senate
fuesday night that much more interesting
Calling the Trustees to leadership
The University of Maine Board of Trustees are
reminiscent of the fabled tortoise of Aesop fame.
Slow, but we are betting, sure.
At least they look promising in regard to the
governor's proposed budget for the university.
Up until the time the trustees were asked for
letters of resignation, seemingly little attention
was being paid to what was going on in Augusta.
But now the budget is really out of the
governor's hands--and in the legislature's
Finally, one enlightened trustee noticed.
This enlightnenment has led to the board's
proclaiming at Wednesday's meeting in Bangor
that the board should take some kind of public
position.'
It was Susan Kominsky who suggested the
budget was "totally unacceptable- and said the
board "must continue to work with the
legislature and governor- on the budget.
And another trustee noted the legislators were
those with whom the board
should-finally-communicate before the budget
is approved.
Time is of the essence in this case. And though
it is hard to get the heads of 16 trustees together,
considering they must take into account the
thoughts of many other university people. we
hope they realize the governor and legislators
seem to be moving at a faster rate than they are.
We students are sure of our position. The
student government has been sending letters to
parents of students asking them to write their
legislators ot reconsider the governor's budget
proposal And all of the seven campus
presidents at the Wednesday meeting expressed
similar sentiments of dissatisfaction and fear of
the declining "quality''Lof education, should the
budget pass as suggested.
Perhaps it was the chancellor's staggering
estimates of the cuts that would have to be made
to meet the governors budget that stirred the
trustees into • 'action .• •
We hope they h fly" tnknn their clie Now they
can say that they, themselves, are unhappy with
the governor's proposals and find it "totally
unacceptable because the university would have
to do without too many services.—
.. We can not live with the budget
recommendations that have been made,"
concluded trustee Stanley J. Evans at
Wednesday's meeting.
And although no one seemed to leave the
meeting with any clear idea of exactly what the
board should do to contribute to the budget's
formation we hope the rest of the university can
begin to look to the trustees for some kind of
leadership in this matter instead of the "running
scared- we've been treated to lately.
Everyone in the university seems to agree that
the budget is unbearable, as proposed and are
willing to tighten thier belts a bit. The facts are
before them now-and time is a fleeting
commodity We hope the trustees can pick up the
riens of leadership in this case and help the
univer:ity ‘o::.c their dissatisfaction.
February 28, '
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No support for Thieu
I o the Editor:
Once again Americans are
being asked to support the
Saigon government, and once
again the administration in
Washington is trying to conceal
the real political situation in
South Vietnam.
The pitch. this time from
Ford-Kissinger-Schlesinger is
the same as before, namely.
that South Vietnam will fall to
the communists if we don't bail
them out. But no one mentions
the Paris Peace Agreements
which established the means for
a tripartite political division in
the south.
In those agreements. the U.S.
recognized the existence of the
Provisional Revolutionary Gov-
ernment and the neutralists, in
addition to the interests
represented by President Thieu.
The Paris accords provided
for a National Council of
National Reconciliation and
Concord to give political
expression to these three
segments of Vietnamese society
in the south. We also pledged to
no longer interfere in the affairs
of the South Vietnam bs military
aid, direct or indirect.
It has become clear in the two
years since the signing of the
Pans accords that the Ffneu
gosernment has no intention of
sharing power in the south. and
that the U.S.. by giving him
hundreds of millions of dollars
in aid, has enabled him to
maintain his dictatorial regime.
The Thieu regime does not
represent the people of South
Vietnam. To let the Thieu
regime collapse is not to betray
the people of the South. Rather,
it is to let pass from the scene a
persistent saboteur of the Peace
Agreement. a dictator, a
ruthless tyrant—howeser friend-
Is he may be to what the present
administration sees as U.S.
interests in Southeast Asia.
Congress must recognize that
this latest call for more aid to
Cambodia and South Vietnam
represents a re-escalation of our
involvement and a new commit-
ment which could run into the
billions of dollars. We cut our
losses once when we signed the
Pans accords. Are we now ready
to recommit ourselves to
defending the present dictator-
ial regime in Saigon?
I hope the American public
will recognize the Ford request
for more aid for what it really is:
an attempt to once again deny
the majority of the South
Vietnamese their legitimate
aspirations for a true and just
peace.
Gil Zicklin
Late gay movement leader praised
To the editor:
Last week I received word
that Dr. Howard Brown died in
New York City on Febl For those
of you who have never known
Dr. Brown, he was an
intelligent, gifted and courag-
eous man who was also a
homosexual. He was a man who
risked his professional status
and livelihood when he came out
publicly as a homosexual, on the
front page of the New York
Times in October. 1973. This
was shortly after his resignation
Endless time
To the editor.
1 am wondering if you might
be able to help me. I am
presently incarcerated at the
Marion Correctional Institute in
Ohio. and am in dire need of
some correspondence with the
outside world.
I have no family or friends to
communicate with, and this
makes each day seem like and
endless period of time. It's very
hard to sit in a cage and know
nothing of what's going on in
the world around you.
I'm 22 years old, white, male.
and am well-versed in most
areas. I would like to correspond
with anyone regardless of age.
race or sex.
Thank you.
Pat Andeerson 0140-103
Box 57
Marion. Ohio
43302
Alaska fortune seekers beware
To thc editor
Recently there was an ad in
the Mame Campus hs a
company which would for S3
send all kinds of information on
10.000 Alaska pipeline jobs.
Incredible!
The information mas be
worthwhile but the ad seems
very misleading. 1 left Alaska
last Sept. even then Fairbanks
had changed so much from
when I first moved there four
years before the • 'pipeline
feser" began.
Thousands of people des-
cended upon the city fin
summer. of course) hoping to
get rich quick. I worked in the
State Employment Office.
where every this dozens of
out-of-state people would come
in without a skill in the world
and expect to find a SIO an hour
job. Many of them had only a
few dollars in their pockets and
were furious when they had to
pas S30 a night for a hotel room
and sometimes twice as much
Incest?
To the Editor:
Is there no end to immoralits
in gosernment? Firt there was
Watergate. with its break-ins.
wiretapping. and cover-ups.
And now, the Campus informs
Us that Governor Longles wants
the unisersity to "...curtail the
problem of governmental incest
as it relates to spending!"
Perhaps all those stories
about gosernment being in tied
with big business are true!
Gary B. Gravelle
for groceries. No wonder they
were disappointed.
Of course, some men with a
lot of experience in a highly
skilled job may be lucky and find
a job in Alaska. No one can be
blamed for trying to "seek their
fortune," but the unemploy-
ment rate in Alaska is the
highest in the country. Many
men who have been lucky and
get work up on the "North
Slope" quickly become disillu-
sioned with "days a week. 10-12
hours a day of work in freezing
-50 temperatures. Although
wages are good. they're
well-earned.
Mans of the men who come
looking for work in Summer
lease disheartened and "broke"
by August. However in Fair-
banks alone with a population of
about 30.000 there has been an
increas of 5.000 people within
the past year. Along with them.
of course, pollution has grown.
traffic is a problem. several
unsightly "trailer villages"
hase sprung up. and of course
the Salvation Army can't handle
all the people who need their
seri. ices.
These are some of the things
people contemplating going to
Alaska might consider before
going- have enough money to
live on if you go- the cost of
living is incredible and also-
have enought to return.
Susan Nielson
Earl Scruggs Revue
needs name changed
To the editoi •
The "Earl Scruggs Revue"
and Beckett Saturday night was
somewhat of a disappointment.
I got the feeling I'd heard
Beckett a thousand times
before. and found them boring.
Earl Scruggs himself looked
bored.
I went expecting a great
banjo. sonic good fiddle,
mandalin. and guitar. and had
not anticipated that mixture of
rock-country. rock-bluegrass or
whatever it was they v.er into. It
wasn't an Earl Scruggs Revue at
all. the group should retitle,
accepting the mediocrity of all
but the master musician and
deselop a reputation of their
own. The name Earl Scruggs
doesn't fit with what they were
into.
Scruggs himself was the most
rewarding sound of the evening.
and I figure I paid 53.50 to hear
Foggy Mountaii Breakdown in
person. Haying listned to so
much of Scruggs--bluegrass.
southern delight, it was sort of
nostalgic to hear him amidst
that novel mediocrity speak with
his same genuine accent of the
North Carolina born, and
entertain in his own right, the
was he has for decades.
Nona Farnow
as Mayor John Lindsay's Health
Services Administrator.
In April of last year. Dr.
Brown took time out of his busy
schedule to fly up to the
University of Maine at Orono as
a DLS lecturer. His appearance
gave a great lift to the gay
communits in Maine which had
been under bitter attack for
seseral months.
Since his visit in March. Dr.
Brown had maintained an active
and enthusiastic interest in our
efforts here in Maine. Howard
was the kind of person who was
as concerned about individuals
as he was about causes. During
a recent trip to New York,
Howard took it upon himself to
introduce me to gay people.
many of whom were of national
repute. He helped to make the
trip warm and enjoyable.
The tragedy of Dr. Howard
Brown is that society played a
large role in causing his death.
He was simply burnt out at the
age of fifty. His heart was not
strong enough to overcome the
oppression under which he
lived.
I only hope that we of the
present and future gay move-
ment can exhibit the same
courage that Dr. Brown
displayed during his lifetime.
Enlightened cynic
To the editor.
Rick North's dynamite com-
mentary Maine Campus Feb. 4,
"Exposing the Great Collegiate
Rip-Off," surely is the most
modest, carefully reasoned.
fair, tactful, and conciliatory
piece of writing we've seen in a
long time.
But Rick, perhaps you went
too far in attempting to view all
sides of the question honestly
and fairly. As the English writer
William Hazlitt observed.
"where there is so much power
and prejudice to contend with in
the opposite scale, it may be
thought that the balance of truth
can hardly be held with a slack
or even hand and that the
infusion of a little more
visionary speculation. of a little
more popular indignation...
would be it'd advantage both
to itself and the cause of
freedon."
So next time. Rick, please feel
free to subdue your "real
Steve Bull
Wilde-Stein Club
writes
sanguineess of disposition and a
certain fineness of professional
tact": go ahead and exaggerate
a little. Truth and justice.
fairness and understanding.
aren't everything, you know.
It's much more important to
show that you're sophisticated
enough to know that problems
like this can't possibly be
solved, that the bad guys
responsible for the situation are
just that and can't be changed
or reasoned with, and that the
ons- proper response for good
guys (wise guys) to such a state
of affairs is to yell "Bloody
murder!" in as loud and an
articulate voice as possible
Only idiots think any practical
human problems can be solved;
we cynics are the only true
enlightened ones. And every-
body knows: it's hard to be
cynical in the world today.
H 0 Dendurent
Longley unjustified
in attack on Trustees
To the editor.
The unjustified attack on the
university's Board of Trustees
by our Hon. Gov. James B.
Longley of Lewiston is but a
futile and bitter attempt at
character defamation
It is quite evident that the
voters of Maine ma s have
elected a governor whose only
purpose is to vent his feelings of
frustration and to nourish his
anxieties.
If Gov. Longley is successful
in his hideous ventose, we must
all pas the price for having
insured our political aspirations
with the wrong insurance
company.
All citizens of this state and
all graduates of the university
should unite and do everything
possible to stop this charade and
complete the governor's educa-
tion.
Reginald Collins
President of Student Senate
1956-57
Madison
Locker infiltrated;
victim warns
To the editor:
Between 10 a.m. Wednesday
Feb. 12 and 4 p.m. Friday Feb.
14 somebody broke into ms.
-
-locker at the Memorial Gym and
stole the following items: a pair
of Adidas Countrs track shoes, a
pair of red shorts, an athletic
supporter and an electronic
calculator (HP
-35). 1 thought
you could publish this for two
reasons:
I'd like to warn people not to
leave ansthing at all in the
lockers because incidents of this
type are taking place too often
others
this year, lo warn the person(s)
who broke into my locker that I
expect the items listed above to
be returned withing a week to
locker 0199, room 127. combi-
nation 12-28-19, because for one
thing I don't have S350.00 to
replace them, and also because I
am just so damn lucky.
I'd end up bumping into you by
mere chance very soon and I'd
feel %cry justified if I broke Your
neck!
Gil dc Campos
Knox Hall
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Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaller uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21 Scientific.
$125.00:
Now $125.00 buys:
More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-pro-
grammed functions and operations vs 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees.
It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
• convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (-3•P,-,R)
• do full register arithmetic (M+, M—, Mx.
NI+ ) ;
• calculate a common antilog (10X ) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (1/x, yx, NT, 7) and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
less. In sum, its designed to solve tomorrow's
problems as well as today's.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our
HP-3c.
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-
ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the 1 IP-21 switches automati-
cally to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the IIP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique
logic system means for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierar-
chies or re-structuring beforehand.
• You can solve all problems your way—the
way you now use when you use a slide rule
• You solve all problems—no matter how corn
plex—one step at a time You never work
with more than two numbers at once.
• You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The HP-21 executes each function immedi-
ately after you press the function key.
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.
• You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them The I IP-21 becomes your scratch.
 pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Ever-
est, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstra-
tion today. Challenge our new 11P-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much per-
formance $125.00' can buy. If your bookstore
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800-
53R-7922 (in Calif. S00-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.
HEWLETT 11  PACKARD
Sales and service ,)tlices 
 nuntrtesfkrt Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA gi014
*Suggested retail newc excluding arrlitable state and local taxes—Continental US A , Alaska a Hawaii
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Swimmers dunk Bowdoin, Colby; NE's next
by 11111 Wallace
Taking the crucial 400-Medley Replay by
two-tenths of a second, the UMO Men•s
Swim Team defeated Bowdoin College
65-48. The medley relay team of Donovan,
Wescott. and Reader swam their best race
of the year in establishing a new school
mark of 3:43.914. In leading off that relay,
Jay Donovan set a new school record by
posting a 57.6 in his 100
-backstroke leg.
Later in the meet. Donoy an and Bill Pierce
combined on an important one-two sweep
of the 200
-Backstroke. In that race
Donovan broke his own pool mark by
recording a time of 2:03.589.
Ralph Turner had an excellent meet
showing fine performances in the medley
relay, individual medley, and butterfuly.
His time of 2:05.212 in the individual
medley broke the existing school and pool
records. Tim Babcock swam a strong
1000
-Freestyle, clocking a record time of
10:34.664.
Deadline...
for Senior photo s for Prism 
yearbook is , Friday March 14, 1975.
Photos must be a head & shoulder shot,
black & white, top quality. Submit photo
to: The Editor, 107 Lord Hall.
•
great news, Gert
now electrolysis can remove
unwanted hair safely and permanently
Shirley Schneider
Electrolysis Specialist
Tel. 942-0781
192 Norfolk St Bangor
•Doctors' references
•Free consultation
 •
You've
been there.
Now you can
help them.
They've got a long way to
go In a world that isn't easy
But with someone's help,
they'll make it What they need
is a friend Someone to act as
confidant and guide Perhaps
It could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother
The Salesians of St John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions the Salesians always have been - and
wilt be, youth oriented. Today we re helping to prepare young-
sters for the world that awaits them tomorrow Not an easy
task but one which we welcome
And how do we go about it/ By following the precepts of
our founder. Don Bosco To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian. you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor as guidance counsel-
ors, technical arid academic teachers, as coaches.
psychologists .. in boys clubs. sumnfer camps as mission-
aries And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short-
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest
r.............
- For more
I 
Brothers
Father
1 Sa
I
UM MN
information about Saissia, P,,ests and
mail this couoon to
Joeseph Maffei, S.D. B. 205 Room B
•
MIS OF ST. JOHN BOSCOBox 639. New Rochelle. N Y 10802
am interested in the Priesthood n
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Divers 90y• Warren and Ralf Olsen
placed one-two in both the One and
Three-Meter Diving, In placing second
with a total of 298.95 points. Olsen
qualified for the Nationals on the
Three-Meter Board. Warren and Olsen
have each qualified for the Nationals in
both the One and Three-Meter Diving.
This meet marks the first time that
Maine has beaten Bowdoin in swimming
In tri-Meet scoring it was Maine 96
Bii%x(iiiin 4S, Maine ()h. Colh% 15. Bowdoiri
4cP6
 C&146)65.,
ViML
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hutch Ford (soil's
GidfalIer PART II
Colby 21. Maine finished the season with a
9-2 record.
 advertimement
Jobs For -
Summer
Look
Promising
informed sources report that
summer job opportunities for
college students "look good- this
year. National Parks. Dude
Ranches, Guest Resorts. Private
Camps. and other tourist areas
throughout the nation are now
seeking student applications.
Summer job placement coordi-
nators at Opportunity Research
(SAP) report that despite national
economics tourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
indicate that people may not go
for the big purchases such as new
cars, new homes, furniture or
appliances, but most appear to be
planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet on student job
assistance may be obtained by
sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research.
Dept. SJO. 55 Flathead Dr..
Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
seekers are urged to apply early!
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Reilly's last second shot defeats Colby 61-59
111, Tom ilamols
A clutch jump shot at the buzzer by
UMO guard Dan Reilly listed the Maine
Bears to a narrow 61-59 win oser the
dauntless Colby Mules last night at
Waterville.
Maine had its ow n way for most of the
first half as the Bears were able to build up
a commanding 15 point adyantage. Colby
concentrated on stopping UMO guards
Steve Condon and Dan Redly while leaving
Bob Warner relatively free underneath and
h-ti forward scored 14 of his 18 points in the
first half of play .
In last night's game Warner became the
first player in Maine basketball history to
score 1.000 points and collect 1,000
rebounds in his collegiate career. He
pulled in rebound number 1.000 with about
two minutes to go in the contest. And w-ith
his 18 point effort Warner now has 1.330
career points. He is now third on the
all-time UMO scoring list behind Tom
Chappelle and Jim Stephenson.
The Bears played fine defense most of
the way as their zone definitely presented
problems for the Mules. But with ten
minutes to go Colby started its surge.
Led by the scrappy defensive play of
Dave Anderson who stole the ball on
numerous occasions and the Mules
con% cried and had the UMO lead down to
two with two minutes to go. Both teams
traded baskets but Colby held a two point
ad% antage with less than a minute to go.
It was at this point that UMO's Dan
Reilly turned in his clutch performance.
The sophomore guard sank a pressure
jump shot with 24 seconds to go to knot the
game at 59-59. Then after 3 time out the
Mules proceeded to lose the ball out of
hounds and the Bears got a big break. The
Bears pill the hall in play with 15 seconds
remaining and spent most of it trying to get
Intramurals 
Interest in racketball increasing
b, Al Coulombe
The interest in intramural sports at the
University of Maine has made a large gain.
as the IMAA Racketball Leagues. getting
underway this week. clearly show_
Sixty -four teams—up 24 from last
seasons forty will meet in three divisions:
Fraternity. Dormitory and Independent.
The games will take place from six to
eleyen P.M.. Sunday thru Thursday on the
new pair of UMO racketball courts in the
Memorial Gym.
The total number of teams is broken
down in the following way. The sesenteen
Fraternities entered will be placed into
American and National leagues. with the
American haying the larger number of
teams. The thirty-four dorms entered v.-ill
be split up in the same method but in four
leagues. Finally sesenteen independents
will be grouped in the same s3 a% the
Frats.
Teams can consist of ten men though
only two will play in each three game
match. Games ill consist of twenty-one
points and the season will include one
match a with each team in their league.
The campus championship will be held
March 25. following the divisional plavoffs
between the four top teams in each league.
Intramural Director David Ames gase a
fair assessment of the probable playof dub
in each division in a recent intersiew. He
gave no judgement of a clear favorite 'The
Blue Eggs. led b% the tandem of Robin
Liller and Dean Hatch hase mos ed
off •campus and are entered in the
Independent league.
expected to give the Liner and Hatch team
a battle for that title. are Team No. I. with
Paul Williams and Dave Ganelle; and the
Might) Mites composed of football scout
Dick Devane% and soccer coach Paul
Stoyell.
In the Fraternity Division. the group
from Alpha Gamma Rho, consisting of
Derck Luhberg and Don Smith. last year's
champions in this division are expected to
repeat. 1 untierg also has a fraternity
singles tennis championship among his
laurels this season.
Important to remember according to
Ames is that this actnity is counted on
All-Points and B.C. Kent trophy totals.
Twenty points gisen to an organization for
entering. three for each match won. twelve
for the campus championship. eight for the
runner-up and Twelse subtracted for a
forfeit
Sports arena could alleviate many
facility, maintenance problems
b, Al Cosioembe
The 2nd Century Fund's drtye to build
an arena on the campus of UMO has long
been a focus of discussion.
The first statement made concerning the
need for an arena on campus was by
President Libby %Shen he explained that the
genesis of the 2nd Century Firnd came
from the University Des elopment council.
In 1%8. after what seemed to be endless
talk, the council decided it was time to
make concrete suggestions about the
University's future. They recognized that
UMO should begin forward motion or they
would indeed slip backwards. Meetings
were held with students, administration
and general public groups for analysis of
the University's future. It was agreed that
there was a need for new programs. built
around facilities that did not yet exist..
These should be structures that the
average Maine taxpayer or Legislature
would not approve. By the use fo a
professional consultant group. the long list
of possibilities v. as narrowed down to two-
that could expect the greatest support; an
all-purpose arena being one of these.
After the studv. which lasted five years.
ended the Fund advanced on two fronts:
Mr. Charles Kimpel was hired to
administer the drive for donated dolars in
1973. His contract called for an attempted
drive to raise three and on-half million
dollars. This drise existed in three stages
and has three distinct groups. They were:
first the administrative personel. reached
faculty and freinds of the University of
which according to former President Libby
there are many. Selected individuals
closely identified with the University. such
as the UMO trustees. Pulp and Paper
foundation, members of the UMO
foundation board, and the General alumni
council. They were contacted in person by
Mr. Kimpel or his Immediate staff.
Second. they would try to reach all who
make a livelihood from the University. This
group includes the Faculty and staff of the
Universus. administrative personel, clas-
sified employees, students of both UMO
and BCC. and the Chancellors of the
Uniyersity . Also included in this group
were the residents of the city of Bangor and
surrounding communiteis.
Third. they called on the Alumni in the
Orono region. business concerns in the
Bangor area and alumni throughout the
United States through the use of a
nation-wide organization now equaling
over 400 members. All of the prospective
donors hase been or will be contacted by
Mr. Kimpel or a member of his staff with
exception of the parents of current
students who were contacted by an
extensoie mail campaign initiated at the
outset of the fall semester.
The Unlyersity phase of the drive has all
but completed its move, and the Alumni
phase has just begun to organize. It is
in the Bangor phase where problems seem
to exist Howe%er. statements by Mr.
Kimpel and Dale Therieux. Director of
Parks and Recreation, city of Bangor.
prose conclusively that the Fund made a
mistake in its scheduling of the drise and
not its goal. At the time when the 2nd
Century Fund made it's Bangor appeal. a
yery generous person in that city would
hase woned pledges to the United Fund.
the YMCA program. and the bangor city
hospital drive. Therefore it is believed that
the factors of too many charities to support
at one time was the main reason for the
poor showing. Both men denied that last
year's gay symposium had 3 derogetory
effect on the donors
The need for this arena can be found in
many places. The UMO hockey club has
been making use of an outdoor rink, across
from the steam plant. Last season.
scheduling home contests was difficult,
and until this season with the onset of
colder weather, the team ventured to
Augusta at the cost of at least 50 dollars a
trip. If the arena is built, hockey will
quickls become an intercollegiate sport on
campus according to atheletic director
Harlold Westerman. Also making use of
the rink is the IMAA. which has intramural
hockey. According to David Ames. Director
of intramurals. if the arena would be built.
the number of teams competing would
increase from 26 to 40 or more, playing at
least a double enimination tourney. The
erratic behvior or the weather has hurt hsi
program as well and he adds that
transferring the boards from the baseball
outfield cost 40 man hours that could be
spent in other pursuits.
PE majors in the course Pe 198: Building
Management, are being used to help
maintain and administer the rink and many
of the men interviewed agree that this
practice will be continued in the new arena.
Presently. the City of Bangor makes use of
the tennis courts on the BCC campus. and
administrative control of the softball
diamond on the same site for its programs
in tennis and field hockey.
No programs for hockey exist in area
schools today, but according to Mr.
Therieux, these will surely develop with
the building of the arena, noting ate the
load on the Augusta based facility
increased form one to 52 teams in one year.
Also, a canvas of area towns and cities.
showed that Bangor. Old Town, Orono.
Dover-Foxcroft and Hampden would be
willing to join in a Hockey confederation.
and would support building efforts.
Reasons why the city of Bangor did not
undertake a building project is clear
according to Therieux. Indeed, a plan of
this type was discussed three years ago.
but it was agreed, that only through
outside funds would such a facility be
possible He says howeser that with the
coming of the Orono arena, this policy
could change. In fact. Therieux believes
that two or three facilities will be necessary
for hockey and other winter sports in six to
ten years.
a good percentage shot With about two
seconds to go Reilly got his hands on the
ball and he was able to get it in the air a
split-second before the buzzer from 25 feet
away.
The victory boosted Maine's season
record to 11-13 as it was their second in of
the week. On Tuesday night Maine beat a
determined Central Connecticut squad
'8-'11 behind the 25 point performance of
senior guard Steve Condon.
The top scorer in last night's game was
Colby 's Brad Moore who collected 23
Other solrer's in double figures for Maine
were Tom Burns with 16. and both Ste%e
Condon and Steve Gay ett had 10.
Maine's next game ill be this I uesdav
night as the% host (Mass in the last horn..
game of the season.
liarlolv. selected
ucademic
.111-.1m(irieurt
Senior Mese Harlow has become the first
plaser to be selected for the College
Di% mon Academic All American football
team as named by the College Sports
Information Directors of American and the
American Heritage. Life Insurance
company.
To be nominated for the award an athlete
must achiese at least a "B-
 
aYerage and
he a starter on his team
Harlow . a % ersatile athlete. who as a
junior. was a running back for the Black
Bears.•was named to the second team of
the 19-4 Academic All-American squad as
running back, although last season he
played as a defensise back and as captain
for the specialt% teams employed onnunt%
andlockoffs. He is one of only two New.
England players to be selected for the first
or second teams of the national
competition
Lady swimmers
at Easterns
St-yen representatises from the I.M0
Women's Swim Team start the three-day
Eastern Seabaord Championships at the
University. of Pennsslsania today
Kathie Kenny should place highly in the
So -yard Breaststroke as she recently
clocked a 33.'b in that es ent to qualify her
for the Nationals. The freestyle relay team
of Dulcie Cole. Debbie Angell. Debbie
Radney. and Kathy Rives should also do
v.ell. In the diving Maine will he
well-represented by Marty Wren. Helen
Wilpers will also swim breaststroke along
with Kathie Kenney.
Tracksters at
New En glands
A nine-man squad from the University of
Maine at Orono will compete in the New
England Indoor Track Championships
scheduled for Friday and Saturday (Feb. 28
arid March 11 at Northeastern University
and Tufts University.
Representing UMO will be Harold Jordan
in the Pole Vault, Gerry LaFlamme in the
mile. Dan Cochrane in the triple jump.
Allyn Brown in the 440, Bob Van Peursem
in the 600. Steve Leathe and Eric Lammi in
the high Jump. and the Bears mile relay
team that includes Brown and Van Peurscn
along with Ed Gott and Bob Schiable.
During this past season. when the Bears
won seven of eight dual meets, four
indiy 'duals set new school records. -They
were Laflamme with a 4:10.5 mile. Leathe
with a 6'8'4 high jump. Cochrane with a
48'3 1/4" triple jump and Van Peursem with
a 1:11.8 600 yard run.
